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Let K be a number field with r real places and s complex places, and
let OK be the ring of integers of K. The group PSL2(OK) embeds discretely
in PSL2(R)r × PSL2(C)s, the group of orientation preserving isometries of
Xr,s = [H2]r × [H3]s, and acts with finite covolume. Hence for any finite
index subgroup, Γ of PSL2(OK), the quotient [H2]r× [H3]s/Γ is a finite volume
(2r + 3s)-dimensional orbifold. The quotient Xr,s/PSL2(OK) has hK cusps,
where hK is the class number of OK , therefore the quotient by Γ has at least
hK cusps. Petersson proved that there are only finitely many congruence
subgroups of PSL2(Z) whose quotient has one cusp. We show that when K
is an imaginary quadratic there are only finitely many maximal congruence
subgroups whose quotient has one cusp. In contrast, under the assumption
of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, we show that if K is neither Q nor
an imaginary quadratic, and i /∈ K then there are infinitely many maximal
congruence subgroups whose quotient has one cusp, relating this condition to
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1.1 Overview and Statement of Results
Let K be a number field, that is, a finite extension of Q, and let OK be the
ring of integers of K. The algebraic properties of the groups PSL2(OK) and
the geometric properties of their quotients have been studied extensively. In
the context of low-dimensional topology, the cases in which K is Q or an
imaginary quadratic number field are most relevant. The Modular Group,
PSL2(Z), embeds in PSL2(R) discretely. As PSL2(R) is isomorphic to the
group of orientation preserving isometries of the hyperbolic plane, H2, we can
form the quotient H2/PSL2(Z). This quotient has finite volume as a hyperbolic
2-orbifold with a single cusp. The quotient H2/PSL2(Z) is the prototype for
non-compact arithmetic 2-orbifolds, which are defined as those orbifolds M
such that M ∼= H2/Γ for some Γ that is commensurable with the Modular
Group up to conjugacy. Similarly, let Od be the ring of integers of Q(
√
−d),
where d ∈ N is square-free. The groups PSL2(Od) are called the Bianchi
Groups and they embed discretely in PSL2(C). Since PSL2(C) ∼= Isom+(H3),
the quotient Md = H3/PSL2(Od) is a finite volume hyperbolic 3-orbifold. As in
the case of the Modular Group, the quotientsMd are the prototypical examples
of non-compact arithmetic 3-orbifolds. A non-compact arithmetic 3-orbifold
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is an orbifold M such that M ∼= H3/Γ for some Γ commensurable up to
conjugacy with a Bianchi Group.
In general, if K is a number field with r real places and s complex
places, the group PSL2(OK) embeds discretely in PSL2(R)r × PSL2(C)s, the
group of orientation preserving isometries of Xr,s = [H2]r× [H2]s. The quotient
MK = Xr,s/PSL2(OK) is equipped with a metric inherited from [H2]r × [H3]s
and with respect to this metric MK has finite volume. The orbifold MK has
hK cusps, where hK is the class number of OK . [27]
These groups and other matrix groups over number rings have been
studied extensively, especially in the context of their normal subgroups. The
most natural normal subgroups are the principal congruence subgroups defined
as follows. For a non-zero ideal J ⊂ OK , the principal congruence subgroup of
level J is
Γ(J) = {M ∈ (P)SLn(OK) : M ≡ I mod J}.
A subgroup of PSLn(Ok) is called a congruence subgroup if it contains a prin-
cipal congruence subgroup. We say that PSLn(OK) has the Congruence Sub-
group Property (CSP) if all finite index subgroups are congruence subgroups.
It has been shown through an extensive series of results that PSLn(OK) fails to
have the CSP precisely when n ≥ 3 and K is totally imaginary, or n = 2 and
K = Q or Q(
√
−d) [20, 8, 15, 3, 23, 13]. Indeed one can refine this further,
let G = PSLn(OK) and define the profinite (resp. congruence) topology by
specifying that the finite index (congruence) subgroups are a basis of neigh-
borhoods of the identity. Let Ĝ denote the profinite completion of G, and G
to be the congruence completion of G. There is a C(G) such that the following
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sequence is exact, [3]
{1} → C(G) → Ĝ→ G→ {1}.
We have defined G to have the CSP if C(G) is trivial, that is, if Ĝ is with
G. A more modern approach is to say that G has the CSP if C(G) is finite.
With this definition, PSLn(OK) fails to have the CSP precisely when n = 2
and K = Q or Q(
√
−d). [23]
If Γ is a finite index subgroup of PSL2(OK) such that the quotient
Xr,s/Γ has n cusps we will say that Γ is n-cusped. In the case of surfaces, Rhode
proved that there are at least two conjugacy classes of one-cusped subgroups
of index n in the Modular Group for every positive integer n. [18] Later,
Petersson proved that there are only finitely many one-cusped congruence
subgroups of the Modular Group, and that the index of any such group divides
55440 = 11 · 7 · 5 · 32 · 24. [19] Famously, the only Od with class number one
are d = 1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, and 163. Of these, only when d = 1, 2, 3,
7, or 11 is Od a Euclidean Domain, with respect to the Euclidean Algorithm
or any other function. [16] Hence by our previous discussion, the values of
d such that Od has class number one are the only values for which PSL2(Od)
can contain a one-cusped subgroup. In contrast, it is a famous conjecture that
there are infinitely many real quadratics with class number equal to one.
Reid [21] showed that the figure-eight knot is the only arithmetic knot
complement in S3. The fundamental group of the figure-eight knot comple-
ment injects into PSL2(O3) as an index 12 subgroup. Moreover, it is a congru-
ence subgroup containing Γ(4). [11] The fundamental group of the sister of
the figure-eight knot complement, a knot in L(5, 1), also injects into PSL2(O3)
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as an index 12 subgroup and contains Γ(2). [2] If d 6= 1 or 3, there are in-
finitely many one-cusped subgroups (not necessarily torsion-free) since there
is a surjection from PSL2(Od) onto Z, with a parabolic element generating the
image. If d = 1 or 3 there are also infinitely many one-cusped subgroups, asso-
ciated to torsion-free subgroups of finite index, e.g. subgroups of finite index in
the fundamental group of the figure-eight knot complement. [4] But it is still
unknown whether or not there are infinitely many maximal one-cusped sub-
groups of the Bianchi Groups. There are examples of torsion-free one-cusped
subgroups of PSL2(Od) corresponding to d =1, 2, 3, 7, and 11. [4, 2, 1] In the
setting of arithmetic manifolds and orbifolds, it has recently been shown that
there is a finite number of commensurability classes of one-cusped orbifolds or
manifolds of minimal volume. [6]
Our first main result is the following generalization of Petersson’s result.
Theorem 1.1.1. There are finitely many maximal one-cusped congruence sub-
groups of the Bianchi groups.
We can say more. To explain this we introduce a useful invariant of finite index
subgroups of PSL2(OK) is the level of the group which has added meaning for
congruence subgroups.
Definition 1.1.1. Let Γ < PSL2(OK). We say that Γ has OK-level L if L is
an ideal in OK maximal with respect to the property that the normal closure






: l ∈ L
}
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is contained in Γ. Moreover, we say that Γ has Z-level n if n is the smallest







: ν ∈ nOK
}
is contained in Γ.
We show that any prime in Od that divides the Z-level of a one-cupsed
congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) has norm less than or equal to 11. If d =
11, 19, 43, 67, or 163 we can prove the exact analog of Petersson’s result,
that there are only finitely many one-cusped congruence subgroups. The
methods used will result in explicit bounds for the maximal power of a prime
that can divide the Z-level. In addition, if d = 1,2, or 7, we show that there
are finitely many of odd Z-level, and if d = 3 we demonstrate that there are
finitely many of Z-level relatively prime to 21. Moreover, a corollary of our
methods gives stronger information in the torsion-free setting. Namely,
Corollary 1.1.2. If d = 19, 43, 67, or 163 there are no torsion-free one-cusped
congruence subgroups of PSL2(Od).
By way of contrast, which is reflective of the dichotomy of the CSP mentioned
earlier
Theorem 1.1.3. Let K be a number field with class number one other than
Q or an imaginary quadratic, such that i /∈ K. Assuming the Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis, there are infinitely many maximal one-cusped congruence
subgroups of PSL2(OK).
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In a different direction,
Theorem 1.1.4. Let K be Q or an imaginary quadratic number field with
class number one. There are infinitely many maximal congruence subgroups
of PSL2(OK) that have two cusps. Moreover, for any even integer n, there
are infinitely many primes P ⊂ OK such that there is an n-cusped congruence
subgroup of OK-level P.
1.2 Number Theory
In this section we will review some number theory. Our references are [26] and
[14]. If K is a number field, it is necessarily a simple extension, so K = Q(α)
where α is the root of a monic, irreducible polynomial f(x) ∈ Q[x]. This is
the minimal polynomial for α over Q. The degree, d, of f equals the degree
of the extension K over Q, and f has d roots, α1, . . . , αd which are necessarily
distinct. The mapping αi → αj induces an isomorphism Q(αi) → Q(αj). Any
embedding of K → C occurs in this way, so there are exactly d embeddings
of K in C. Let σ1, . . . , σd be these embeddings, where σi corresponds to the
mapping from K = Q(α1) to Q(αi). Since f has rational coefficients, the roots
αi are either in R, or occur as complex conjugate pairs. The corresponding
embeddings σi(K) will be contained in R exactly when αi ∈ R. If K has r real
embeddings and s pairs of complex conjugate embeddings, then d = r + 2s.
We say that K has r real places and s complex places. For any α ∈ K, we
define the norm of α, as
NK|Q(α) = σ1(α)σ2(α) . . . σd(α).
This is (up to sign) the constant of the minimal polynomial for α over Q.
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An element α ∈ C is an algebraic integer, or simply an integer, if α
satisfies a monic polynomial with coefficients in Z. As a result, if α is an
algebraic integer, NK|Q(α) ∈ Z. For clarity, an element of Z will often be
called a rational integer. By Gauss’s Lemma, the minimal polynomial for α
must also be monic. The additive ring Z[α] is finitely generated when α is an
integer, and so the set of algebraic integers in C forms a ring. For a number
field K, the set of algebraic integers in K forms a ring and will be denoted OK ,
the ring of integers of K. In the case where K = Q[
√
−d] for d a square-free










] if d ≡ 1 mod 4.
An integral domain is called a Dedekind domain if every non-zero proper
ideal of D can be written as a finite product of (not necessarily distict) prime
ideals. This set of primes is uniquely determined, and every non-zero proper
ideal can be written uniquely (up to order) as a product of powers of prime
ideals. If A and B are ideals in an integral domain D, we say that B divides
A if there is an ideal C in D where A = BC. For an integral domain D, and
an element a ∈ D, we use the notation (a) to represent the principal ideal
aD. Moreover, if a1, a2, . . . an ∈ D, (a1, a2, . . . an) is the ideal generated by the
elements ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The ring of integers of a number field is a Dedekind
domain. For a non-zero ideal I of OK , OK/I is a finite ring, and we define
the norm of I as N(I) = |OK/I|. The norm is multiplicative, if I and J are
nonzero ideals, N(IJ) = N(I)N(J).
If P is a non-zero prime ideal then OK/P ∼= Fq where q = pk for a prime
p in Z. The exponent f is called the inertial degree of P. If p ∈ Z is a prime
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and P is a prime ideal in OK such that pOk ⊂ P, then we say that P lies over
p, and p lies under P.Therefore p lies under P precisely when N(P) = pk. For
a prime p ∈ Z, there are unique primes Pi ⊂ OK such that
pOK = P
e1
1 . . .P
es
s .
The exponent ei is called the ramification index of Pi, and we say that p is
ramified in K if there is an ei > 1. If fi is the inertial degree of Pi then




Since we will make extensive use of the case where K = Q[
√
−d] in the
proof of Theorem 1.1.1, and Theorem 1.1.4 we will discuss it in more detail.




P2 we say p is ramified
P we say p is inert
P1P2 we say p is split .
This behavior can be completely classified. The prime p is ramified exactly







d if − d ≡ 1 mod 4
4d if − d 6≡ 1 mod 4.














) if − d ≡ 1 mod 8
(2) if − d ≡ 5 mod 8,










−d) if ∃n such that − d ≡ n2 mod p
(p) otherwise.
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If p is not inert and P lies over p, then Od/P ∼= Fp and N(P) = p. If p is inert
then pOd = P, Od/P ∼= Fp2 and N(P) = p2.
A fractional ideal of OK is a set of the form aI for some a ∈ K and
some ideal I of OK . Let K be a number field, and IK be the group of non-zero
fractional ideals of OK . The group IK is called the ideal group of K. Let PK
be the group of non-zero principal ideals of OK . We form the quotient IK/PK ,
the class group of K. This has finite order, and we call the order of the class
group the class number of K. Clearly, the class number is one exactly when
OK is a PID. In the case of imaginary quadratic number fields, Od has class
number one precisely when
d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163}.
In contrast, it is conjectured that there are infinitely many real quadratic
number fields with class number one.
Table 1.1:
Splitting Types of Small Primes in Od, R=Ramified, S=Split and I=Inert
d = 1 2 3 7 11 19 43 67 163
p = 2 R R I S I I I I I
3 I S R I S I I I I
5 S I I I S S I I I
7 I I S R I S I I I
11 I S I S R S S I I
The ring of integers, OK , of a number field K is a free abelian group of
rank d, where d = [K : Q]. A Z-basis for OK is called an integral basis for K.
Every number field has an integral basis. Let O×K denote the multiplicative
group of units in OK . The units are precisely those elements of norm ±1. The
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group O×K is a direct product of a finite cyclic group, which consists of roots,
and a free abelian group. The rank of the free abelian group is r + s − 1,
where r is the number of real places of K and s is the number of complex
places. A set of r + s − 1 generators for the free abelian factor is called a
fundamental set of units for OK . If {u1, u2, . . . , ur+s−1} is a set of fundamental
units for O×K , every unit in O
×




2 . . . u
ar+s−1
r+s−1
where ζ is a root of unity. Thus O×K is finite only when K = Q or an imaginary
quadratic number field. When K = Q[
√
−d] the multiplicative group of units




If P is a prime in K and L/K is Galois then we define the Frobenius
Symbol (P, L/K) to be the set of σ ∈ Gal(L/K) such that there is a prime
Q ∈ L lying over P with σ(Q) = Q and σ(α) ≡ αN(P) mod Q. This defines
a non-empty subset of Gal(L/K) and if P is unramified it uniquely defines a
conjugacy class. [12]
We will make use of the Čebotarev Density Theorem in the proof of
Wohlfahrt’s Theorem. Our reference for the following discussion is [26]. For a









where S0 is the set of prime ideals in OK . The Čebotarev Density Theorem is
a generalization of Dirichlet’s theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression,
which states that if m > 2 and (m, c) = 1 then the primes p which satisfy
p ≡ c mod m have Dirichlet density φ(m)−1, where φ is Euler’s function.
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Before we state the theorem, we will define the congruence divisor class
group of K. Let m be the formal product of an integral ideal in K and a
set (possibly empty) of real places in K, so m =
∏
pnνν . Let Kpµ be the
completion of K at pµ. Let Am be the subset of IK consisting of all fractional
ideals whose factorization does not contain any primes dividing m. Let H0m be
the subgroup of Am consisting of principal ideals that can be written as (α)
for some α ≡ 1 mod m, that is, α ≡ 1 mod pnνµ in Kpµ for each finite prime
dividing m, and such that σ(α) > 0 for the embeddings associated to infinite
primes dividing m. The quotient Am/H
0
m is finite. For all such m, there is
one equivalence class, A/H, of such Am/H
0
m, and it is called the congruence
divisor class group.
The Čebotarev Density Theorem states
Theorem 1.2.1. Let K be a number field and A/H a congruence divisor class
group in K. Let C be a coset of H in A. Then the Dirichlet density of the
prime ideals in C is N−1, where N = card(A/H).
Let m ∈ OK be non-zero and am relatively prime to m. As above, we
think of m as a formal product of integral ideals in K and possibly some real
infinite places of K, so m =
∏
pnνν . As a result (am) ∈ Am. Let C be a coset of
H in A, so C = aH for some a ∈ A. Then an equivalence class representative
for A/H is Am/Hm, where Hm is any subgroup of Am that contains H
0
m. Since
C = aH, under this correspondence, C ↔ amH0m for some such am. Look at
a prime P in C. Since the class number of the OK in consideration is 1, P is
principal, therefore P = (p) = (amh) for some h ∈ H0m. Since h ≡ 1 mod m,
p ≡ am mod m. Therefore, given a, b with (a, b) = 1 and a non-zero k ∈ OK ,
11
for all primes P = (p) ⊂ C, where C ↔ aHb we have p ≡ a mod b, implying
that there is an x such that bx = p−a, so a+ bx = p. By Theorem 1.2.1 there
are infinitely many such P. Choosing Px such that N(P) > N(k) we see that
(a+ xb, k) = 1. We have shown
Corollary 1.2.2. If OK is a PID and if a, b ∈ OK such that (a, b) = 1 then
for any non-zero k ∈ OK there is an x ∈ OK such that (a+ bx, k) = 1.
1.3 The Groups PSL2(OK)
Let K be a number field with r real places and s complex conjugate places.
If K is not Q or an imaginary quadratic number field then (P)SL2(OK) is not
a discrete subgroup of (P)SL2(C), but it is discrete in a product of copies of
(P)SL2(R) and (P)SL2(C). Let
ψ : (P)SL2(OK) → (P)SL2(R)
r × (P)SL2(C)
s









where the product is taken over all places, g. The image, ψ((P)SL2(OK)) is
discrete in (P)SL2(R)r×(P)SL2(C)s. Moreover, MK = [H2]r×[H3]s/PSL2(OK)
is equipped with a metric inherited from [H2]r× [H3]s, and with respect to this
metric has finite volume.
For a non-zero ideal J ⊂ OK , (P)SL2(OK)/Γ(J) ∼= (P)SL2(OK/J). If
the class number of OK is one, we have the following structure. Let n, n1 and
n2 be non-zero elements in OK such that (n) = (n1)∩ (n2) and (n1, n2) = OK ,
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then [17]
SL2(OK)/Γ(n) ∼= SL2(Ok/(n1))× SL2(OK/(n2)).
If P is a prime ideal, then OK/P ∼= FN(P), the finite field with N(P) elements,
and therefore (P)SL2(OK)/Γ(P)
∼= (P)SL2(FN(P)). Given a non-zero J ⊂ OK ,
we can write J = Pν00 . . .P
νs
s where Pi is a prime for 0 ≤ i ≤ s and if i 6= j
then Pi 6= Pj. It can be shown that [17]











If Γ is a finite index subgroup of PSL2(OK) then MΓ has finite volume and
Vol(MΓ) = [PSL2(OK) : Γ]Vol(MK).
Recall that ±A ∈ PSL2(C) is parabolic if ±A 6= ±I and |traceA| = 2. We
define c ∈ C ∪∞ to be a cusp of MΓ if c is a parabolic fixed point of Γ, that





























cusps are equivalent if they are in the same Γ orbit. As such, the number
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of equivalence classes is the number of conjugacy classes of maximal periph-
eral subgroups of Γ, subgroups of the form Stabc(Γ). This is the number of
topological ends of MΓ. The orbifold MK has hK cusps where hK is the class
number of K.
We will be particularly interested in those subgroups with the same
number of cusps as PSL2(OK).
Lemma 1.4.1. Let K be a number field with class number hK and Γ be a
finite index subgroup of PSL2(OK). If Γ has hK cusps then
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)].
Alternatively, if hK = 1 and
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]
then Γ has 1 cusp.
Proof. The covering of MK by MΓ induces a covering of the same degree of
truncated compact orbifolds M ′K and M
′
Γ. This cover restricts to a cover of
∂M ′K by ∂M
′




Γ is the degree of the cover
of the cusp at infinity of M ′K by those cusps of ∂M
′
Γ covering it. If Γ has hK
cusps, then as PSL2(OK) also has hK cusps, the cusp at infinity of M
′
Γ is the
only cusp covering the cusp at infinity of M ′K . Therefore this covering degree,
which is
[Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]
is the degree of the cover of MΓ to MK which is [PSL2(OK) : Γ].
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As remarked above, the degree of the cover of MK by MΓ, [PSL2(OK) :
Γ], is the degree of the cover of the cusp at infinity of M ′K by those cusps of
∂M ′Γ covering it. If
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]
then only the cusp at infinity of M ′Γ can cover the cusp at infinity of M
′
K . If
hK = 1 then MK only has one cusp and so MΓ has only one cusp as well.
Let K be a number field other than Q or an imaginary quadratic, and
let [K : Q] = k. Let r denote the number of real places of K, and s the number
of complex places. Then we have seen that O×K is isomorphic to Zr+s−1 × Zt
for some t ∈ N. Let {u1, u2, . . . ur+s−1} be a fundamental set of generators for
O×K , and ζ be a primitive root of unity in O
×
K . Also, let {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωk} be an

















where 1 ≤ i ≤ r + s − 1 and i ≤ j ≤ k. And Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) consists of






for α ∈ O×K and x ∈ OK .
For Γ < PSL2(OK) let
Λ(Γ) =
{









which is an abelian group. Moreover, Λ(Γ) is a subgroup of Λ(PSL2(OK)) =
OK . If K has class number one, we say that a cusp c of Γ has width w if
after conjugating Γ in PSL2(OK) so that the image of c is ∞, [Λ(PSL2(OK)) :
Λ(Γ)] = w. If c = ∞ we will commonly use the notation |Λ(Γ)| for the width
of ∞.
Now we will look at Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) in more detail. If K = Q, then






In the case of imaginary quadratic number fields, Od is discrete in C.
Let {1, ω} be an integral basis for Od. If d 6= 1 or 3 the only roots of unity in
Od are ±1. The fourth roots of unity are in O1, generated by i, and the sixth
roots of unity are in O3 generated by (1 +
√













and geometrically, a cusp of Md is T × [0,∞) where T is a torus. If Λ(Γ) has
basis {a+ ib, α+ iβ} then |Λ(Γ)| is also |aβ− bα|/|Imω|. If d = 2, 7, 11, 19,43,
67, or 163, MΓ = H3/Γ has one cusp, and the degree of the covering of Md by
MΓ, [PSL2(Od) : Γ], is also the ratio of |Λ(Γ)| to |Λ(PSL2(Od))|. To see this,
recall that by Lemma 1.4.1 that
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]








which are in one to one correspondence with elements x ∈ Λ. Therefore, if Γ
has one cusp,
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] = |Λ(Γ)|.
If d = 1, M1 has a pillow cusp, the cusp is geometrically S × [0,∞)
























for any x ∈ Z[i], have order two. If Γ <
PSL2(O1) has one cusp, and if Stab∞(Γ) contains torsion, then [PSL2(O1) :
Γ] = |Λ(Γ)|. If Γ has one cusp and a torsion-free stabilizer at infinity, then
[PSL2(O1) : Γ] = 2|Λ(Γ)|.
If d = 3, the cusp of M3 is geometrically S× [0,∞) where S is a sphere






























have order 3. As in the O1 case, if Γ <
PSL2(O3) has one cusped, and if Stab∞(Γ) contains torsion, then [PSL2(O3) :
Γ] = |Λ(Γ)|. If Γ has a torsion-free stabilizer at infinity, then [PSL2(O3) : Γ] =
3|Λ(Γ)|.
Definition 1.4.1. Let Γ be a one-cusped subgroup of PSL2(Od) then T (Γ) ∈





1 if d = 2, 3, 7, 11, 43, 67, 163
1 if d = 1, 3 and Γ has peripheral torsion
2 if d = 1 and Γ has no peripheral torsion
3 if d = 3 and Γ has no peripheral torsion.
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Chapter 2
Proof of Theorem 1.1.3
We will prove that if K is a number field other than Q or Q(
√
−d) that has
class number one and i /∈ K then assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypoth-
esis, there are infinitely many maximal one-cusped congruence subgroups of
PSL2(OK).




1/n) satisfies the generalized Riemann Hypothesis, where ζn is a
primitive nth root of unity. [12]
Let k = [K : Q], and let {ω1 . . . ωk} be an integral basis for OK . Let
{fj} be a fundamental system of generators for O×K for 1 ≤ j ≤ r + s − 1. If
there is a Z/tZ factor, let fr+s correspond to a generator. Let M = r + s in








: α ∈ O×K , β ∈ OK
}











for 1 ≤ j ≤M and 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
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Let P be a non-zero prime ideal in OK and q = N(P). Recall that
OK/P ∼= Fq and the multiplicative group of non-zero residue classes modulo
P, (OK/P)
×, is isomorphic to F×q ∼= Zq−1. Let UP denote the reduction of O×K




K). Therefore we can think of UP as a subgroup
of (OK/P)
×. Let
φP : PSL2(OK) → PSL2(Fq)
be the reduction modulo P map.
Recall that by Lemma 1.4.1 that if Γ is a finite index subgroup of
PSL2(OK) such that
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]
then Γ has one cusp.
We will use the following lemma, which we will defer the proof of until
after we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.1.3.
Lemma 2.0.1. Assuming the GRH if K is as above, then there are infinitely
many primes P in OK with N(P) ≡ 3 mod 4 such that O×K surjects F×q under
the modulo P map, i.e. such that O×K/(P ∩ O
×
K) coincides with (OK/P)
×.
We will assume that P is as in Lemma 2.0.1. By the classification of subgroups
of PSL2(Fq) [25], there is a subgroup of PSL2(Fq) isomorphic to Dq+1, the
dihedral group of order q+1. Since |PSL2(Fq)| = 12q(q
2−1), the index of Dq+1
is 1
2
q(q − 1). Let
Γ = φ−1P (Dq+1).
We will show that Γ has one cusp by demonstrating that one can choose
all coset representatives for Γ in Stab∞(PSL2(OK)). Since the OK-level of
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φ−1P (Dq+1) is P, this will prove that there are infinitely many maximal one-
cusped congruence subgroups.
First, we will show that one can choose all coset representatives for
















in Stab∞(SL2(Fq)). As |Fq| = q and |F×q | = q − 1 we conclude that






Notice that the only possible divisor of both q(q − 1)/2 and q + 1 is 2. But
since q ≡ 3 mod 4, q(q − 1)/2 is odd and therefore
gcd(|Stab∞(PSL2(Fq))|, |Dq+1|) = 1.
We conclude that
Stab∞(PSL2(Fq)) ∩Dq+1 = {id}.
Therefore, since Stab∞(PSL2(Fq)) and Dq+1 have complementary indices, one
can choose all coset representatives for Dq+1 in Stab∞(PSL2(Fq)).
Recall that we have chosen P to be a prime such that O×K surjects F×q .






















As Γ(P) < Γ we have q(q − 1)/2 distinct coset representatives for Γ in








where f ∈ O×K maps onto a generator of (OK/P)×,
0 ≤ y < 1
2
|(OK/P)×| = (q − 1)/2
and for 0 ≤ i < N(P), the xi are unique representatives for OK/P. We
conclude that Γ has one cusp.
Proof. (Proof of Lemma 2.0.1)
We will be making a straightforward application of [12] Theorem 3.1.
Following [12], let K be a number field, P a non-zero prime ideal of K, F
a Galois extension of K, C ⊂ Gal(F/K) a union of conjugacy classes, and
W ⊂ O×K a subset of positive rank modulo its torsion subgroup. Recall that
the Frobenius Symbol (P, F/K) denotes the set of σ ∈ Gal(F/K) for which
there is a prime Q in F lying over P such that σ(Q) = Q and σ(α) ≡ αN(P)
mod Q. Let the set M(K,F,C,W, k) denote those primes P of K which satisfy
(P, F/K) ⊂ C, ordP(w) = 0 for all w ∈ W, and such that φ : W → (OK/P)×
has index divisible by k. Let µ be the Mobius function,
µ(n) =

0 if n has one or more repeated roots
1 if n = 1
(−1)k if n is a product of k distinct primes
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ζn, a primitive n
th root of unity,











[F · Ln : K]
.
Assuming the GRH, it is shown that M(K,F,C,W, k) has a natural density
equal to d(M).
Now we will apply this to our situation. Let K be a number field
other than Q or Q(
√
−d), with the added condition that K does not contain
i. Therefore K(i) is a degree 2 extension of K and Gal(K(i)/K) = {σ, id}
where σ is complex conjugation. Let O×K be the group of units of OK . By [12],





[K(i) · Ln : K]
.
We see that [K(i) · Ln : K] = 2[Ln : K], and
c(n) =
{
1 if 4 6 |n
0 if 4|n.









d(M) = 2d(M(K,K, {id},O×K , 1))
which is seen to be non-zero by the criteria in [12].
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The condition that k = 1 corresponds to the map O×K → (O/P)× being
surjective. So it suffices to see that the unramified primes in
M(K,K(i), {σ},O×K , 1)
are precisely those unramified primes P in K such that N(P) ≡ 3 mod 4.
Assume that P is unramified. First, notice that a prime in the extension
K(i)/K splits precisely when N(P) ≡ 1 mod 4. This is because in K(i) a
prime ideal of K always splits as P = (n + i)(n− i) and so n2 ≡ −1 mod P.
The group (OK/P)
× ∼= Zq−1 and −1 corresponds to (q − 1)/2. Therefore
−1 ≡ n2 for some n if and only if (q − 1)/2 is even, that is precisely when
q ≡ 1 mod 4. Moreover, when there is an n with n2 ≡ −1 we obtain a split.
It is now enough to see that (P, K(i)/K) ⊂ {σ} occurs precisely when P is
inert in K(i), and hence N(P) ≡ 3 mod 4. If σ is complex conjugation, the
condition σ(Q) = Q for Q lying over P occurs only when P is inert in K(i),




In this chapter we will state and prove several key lemmas used in the proof of
Theorem 1.1.1. Recall that Γ < PSL2(OK) has OK-level L if L is the ideal in







: l ∈ L
}
is contained in Γ.
3.1 Wohlfahrt’s Lemma
Theorem 3.1.1. Let K be a number field with class number one, and let
Γ < PSL2(OK) be a congruence subgroup of OK-level (n). Then (r) ⊆ (n) if
and only if Γ contains Γ(r).
Proof. The proof is a modification from the case where K = Q [7]. First,
assume that Γ(r) < Γ. Since the OK-level of Γ is (n), (n) is maximal with






: µ ∈ (n)
}
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where (g) = (r, n) as ideals. Since (n) is maximal with this property, we
conclude that (g) = (n) and so (r) ⊆ (n).
Now it suffices to show that if the OK-level of Γ is (n) and (r) ⊆ (n)
then Γ(r) < Γ. It is enough to show that Γ(n) < Γ as if (r) ⊆ (n) then
Γ(r) < Γ(n). The proof will be a consequence of the following.
Lemma 3.1.2. Let K be a number field with class number one and let Γ <
PSL2(OK) be a congruence subgroup of OK-level (n). If Γ(mn) < Γ then
Γ(n) < Γ.
Assuming this lemma, let Γ be a congruence subgroup with OK-level







for all x ∈ OK . By the maximality of (n), we conclude that (l) ⊆ (n). As a
result, there is an (m) ∈ OK such that (l) = (mn) and by the lemma we see
that Γ(n) < Γ.
Now we will prove the lemma. By hypothesis, Γ has level (n) so the






: µ ∈ (n)
}
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Notice that S−n(x) = Sn(x)
−1 and W−n(y) = Wn(y)
−1. Suppose that T ∈
Γ(n). To prove the lemma it suffices to show that T ∈ Γ. T has the form
T = ±
(
1 + na nb
nc 1 + nd
)
for some a, b, c, and d ∈ OK . Since detT = 1, we see that (1 + na, nc) = OK
and so (1 + na, n2c) = OK . By Corollary 1.2.2, for m as in the statement of
the lemma, there is an x ∈ OK such that ((1 + na) + (n2c)x,m) = OK .
Let T1 = Sn(x)T for x as above. To show T ∈ Γ it suffices to show that






1 + na nb




1 + n(a+ nxc) n(b+ x+ ndx)




1 + na1 nb1
nc 1 + nd
)
with a1 = a+ ncx, b1 = b+ x+ ndx. Therefore
(1 + na1,m) = ((1 + na) + (n
2c)x,m) = OK .
Now, considering z as a variable, let T2 = Vn(z)T1. To show that T1 ∈ Γ it
suffices to show that T2 ∈ Γ.
T2 = ±
(
1 + nz −n
nz2 1− nz
) (
1 + na1 nb1





(1 + nz)(1 + na1)− n2c n(b1 + b1nz − 1− nd)
(1 + na1)nz
2 + (1− nz)nc 1 + n(nz2b1 − z + d− ndz)
)
.
Fix attention on the (1,1) entry,
(1 + nz)(1 + na1)− n2c = 1 + n(a1 + z + na1z − nc).
Claim 3.1.3. There is a z ∈ OK such that 1 + n(a1 + z + na1z − nc) ≡ 1
mod mn.
Proof. Note that this statement is equivalent to
(a1 − nc) + z(1 + na1) ≡ 0 mod m.
But as above, (1 + na1,m) = OK , and since OK is a PID, there are s, t ∈ OK
such that s(1 + na1) + t(m) = 1 and therefore tm = 1 + (−s)(1 + na1) and
[t(a1 − nc)]m = (a1 − nc) + [(−s)(1 + na1)](1 + na1).
Thus z = (−s)(1 + na1) is a solution.




nc2 1 + nd2
)
mod mn
where d2 = nz
2b1 − z + d− ndz. As can be checked,
T2 = ±Wn(c2)Sn(b2) mod mn
since det(T2) = 1 ≡ 1+nd2−n2b2c2 mod mn. Therefore d2 ≡ nb2c2 mod m.
We deduce
S−n(b2)W−n(c2)T2 = ±1 mod mn,
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and since Γ(mn) < Γ, we have
S−n(b2)W−n(c2)T2 ∈ Γ
hence
T2 = Vn(z)T1 ∈ Γ
and T1 = Sn(x)T ∈ Γ and so T ∈ Γ, completing the proof.
Notice that the the principal congruence subgroup Γ(n) contains Γ(m)
for all m such that (m) ⊂ (n). Therefore, if K has class number one and
if Γ < PSL2(OK) contains principal congruence subgroups Γ(n1) and Γ(n2),
then Γ(n) < Γ where (n) = (n1, n2). As a result, there is an (n) ⊂ OK
that is maximal with respect to inclusion (of ideals) such that Γ(n) < Γ. By
Wohlfahrt’s Theorem, we know that this (n) is determined by Λ(Γ), and is the
OK-level of Γ. By the same reasoning, if Γ has Z-level (n), then (n) is maximal
with respect to inclusion over all principal ideals generated by an element in
Z with the property that Γ(n) < Γ. We have
Corollary 3.1.4. Let K be a number field with class number one, and let
Γ < PSL2(OK) be a congruence subgroup.
1. Γ has Z-level (n) if and only if Γ(n) is the maximal principal congruence
subgroup contained in Γ whose level can be generated by a rational integer.
2. Γ has OK-level (n) if and only if Γ(n) is the maximal principal congruence
subgroup contained in Γ.
3. Let Γ have OK-level (m) and Z-level (n). Then n is the smallest positive
integer such that (n) ⊂ (m).
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3.2 The Ladder Lemma
In the following, let K be a PID. If x ∈ OK and y is a non-zero element of OK
then (x/y) will denote the fractional ideal (x)J where J is the fractional ideal
that is the inverse of (y), J(y) = OK . If (x) ⊂ (y) then (x/y) is an ideal.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let K be a number field with class number one. Let Γ be a
one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(OK) of OK-level (m). Let P1 . . .Pn
be primes in OK lying over p a prime in Z, and let (d) = Pr11 P
r2
2 . . .P
rn
n such
that (m) ⊂ (d) and 1 ≤ rj ≤ ej, the ramification index of Pj in OK. If sj is
the maximal power of Pj dividing (m), and
sj ≥

rj + 2ej if p = 2
ej + d rj2 e+ 1 if p = 3
2rj for all p
where dre is the ceiling function, then ΓΓ(m/d) is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of OK-level at least (m)/(m) ∩ (a), where a is the smallest positive
integer that (d) divides.
When K is an imaginary quadratic we have the following corollary,
which we will use in the proof of Theorem 1.1.1.
Corollary 3.2.2. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od). If
Γ has Z-level pn where p is a prime and
n ≥
{
3 p ≤ 3
2 p > 3




5 p = 2
4 p = 3
3 p > 5
then ΓΓ(Pn−1) has Od-level P
n−1 or Pn−2.
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Proof. (proof of lemma)
Let {ω1, ω2, . . . ωk} be an integral basis for K. First, we will prove
the lemma for p > 3. Let Γ be as in the statement of the lemma and let







Then X = AB where A ∈ Γ and B ∈ Γ(µ), and so there is a M ∈ M2(OK)




1 . . .P
sn
n divides (m)
with sj ≥ 2rj, (m) divides (µ2), implying that











So Ap ≡ Xp mod (m) and there is a C ∈ Γ(m) such that Xp = ApC. We

















So (m) divides (pl), and by Wohlfahrt’s theorem, the OK-level of ΓΓ(µ) is at
least (m)/(m) ∩ (a) where (a) is as in the statement of the lemma.
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Now consider the case where p = 2. As before, we have A = X + µM .
Therefore
A4 = [X + µM ]4 = X4 + µW1X
3 + µ2Y










As (d) divides (2), µW1X
3 ≡ 0 mod (m) and since (m) divides (µ2),
A4 ≡ X4 mod (m).
Therefore X4 ∈ Γ. Setting x = ωil where (l) is the OK-level of ΓΓ(µ), then





and so (m) divides (4l). We conclude that (d) divides (l), as sj > rj + 2ej.
Now consider
A2 = [X + µM ]2 = X2 + µXM + µMX + µ2M2
= X2 + µ[M +XMX−1]X + µ2M2.





mod (d) if (x) is divisible by
(d). We conclude that if (d) divides (x), A2 ≡ X2 mod (m). Setting x = ωil,
by above, (d) divides (l) and so A2 ≡ X2 mod (m) and therefore X2 ∈ Γ. So






Implying that (m) divides (2l) by Wohlfahrt’s theorem, finishing the proof in
this case.
Finally, let p = 3. As before, we have A = X + µM , and so
A3 = [X + µM ]3 = X3 + µWX2 + µ2Y



























Letting x = ωil we see that(












And so the OK-level of ΓΓ(µ) is at least (m)/(m)∩(a) where (a) is as above. If
(d) does not divide (l2) then (l) = Pt11 . . .P
tm
n Z where tj ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n and
Z is relatively prime to P1 · · ·Pn. Moreover, there is a k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, such
that 2tk ≤ rk. Let y = Pm11 · · ·Pmnn Z where mj = max{tj, drj/2e}. Therefore
(l) divides (y) and y ∈ Λ(ΓΓ(µ)). Since rj ≥ 2 max{tj, drj/2e} we conclude






for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. As a result, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, ej + max{tj + drj/2e} ≤ sj. But,
max{tk, drk/2e} = drk/2e and therefore ek + drk/2e ≥ sk which contradicts
our initial assumption.
3.3 The Index Lemma
Lemma 3.3.1. Let K be a number field with class number one and let Γ be
a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(OK) of Z-level ptm where p is a
prime and (m, p) = 1. If p > 3 then pt divides [PSL2(OK) : Γ]. If p ≤ 3, then
ps divides [PSL2(OK) : Γ] where s = t if p divides the Z-level of ΓΓ(pm) and
s = t− 1 otherwise.
Proof. If Γ < PSL2(OK), recall that
Λ(Γ) =
{








Let k = [K : Q], and fix an integral basis {ω1, . . . , ωk} for OK . Define
ψ : Λ(PSL2(OK)) → Zk
by defining
ψ(ωi) = (0, . . . , 1, . . . 0)
where the 1 is in the ith position and extending. Let A be the subgroup of





where f is a unit in OK other than ±1, and let T = [A : A ∩ Γ]. Notice that
|Λ(PSL2(OK))|
|Λ(Γ)|
= [ψ(Λ(PSL2(OK))) : ψ(Λ(Γ))].
By Lemma 1.4.1, if Γ has one cusp, then
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [Stab∞(PSL2(OK)) : Stab∞(Γ)]
and therefore
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [ψ(Λ(PSL2(OK))) : ψ(Λ(Γ))]T.
Let G = ψ(Λ(PSL2(OK))), GΓ = ψ(Λ(Γ)), and Gn = ψ(Λ(Γ(n))) for any
non-zero n ∈ OK . So
[PSL2(OK) : Γ] = [G : GΓ]T.
We will show that if p > 3 or if p ≤ 3 and p divides the Z-level of ΓΓ(pm), then
pt divides [G : GΓ]. If p = 2 or 3 and p does not divide the Z-level ΓΓ(pm), we
will show that pt−1 divides [G : GΓ].
Notice that Λ(PSL2(OK)) is generated by the elements {ω1, ω2, . . . ωk},
and Λ(Γ(n)) is generated by {nω1, nω2, . . . nωk}. Therefore G is generated by
the elements (1, 0, . . . , 0), (0, 1, . . . , 0), . . . (0, 0, . . . , 1) and Gn is generated by
the elements (n, 0, . . . , 0), (0, n, . . . , 0), . . . (0, 0, . . . , n). As a result, [G : Gn] =
nk, and similarly, if m divides n, [Gm : Gn] = (m/n)
k.
Fix m and p. First consider the case where t = 1. We will induct
on t. Assume that p does not divide [G : GΓ]. Therefore p does not divide
[GΓGm : GΓ] or [G : GΓGm]. But, p
k divides [G : Gpm] and so p
k divides
[GΓ : Gpm]. Since [Gm : Gpm] = p













Figure 3.1: The case t = 1
(which equals [GΓGm : GΓ] by the second isomorphism theorem) we conclude
that
[GΓ ∩Gm : Gpm] = pk







for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By Wohlfahrt’s theorem, the Z-level of Γ divides m contradict-
ing the hypothesis that it is pm.
In the case where p = 2 or 3, if t = 2 and p does not divide the Z-level
of ΓΓ(pm) we use a similar argument to conclude that p divides [G : GΓ]. This
proves the second case for t ≤ 3.
Now assume that for all s such that 1 < s < t, that for all one-cusped
Γ of Z-level psm, ps divides [G : GΓ]. First, consider the case where p > 3













Figure 3.2: The General Case
congruence subgroup of Z-level ptm and pt does not divide [G : GΓ]. Notice
that GΓGpt−1m = GΓΓ(pt−1m) and so by the Ladder Lemma and the inductive
hypothesis, pt−1 divides [G : GΓGpt−1m]. So p does not divide
[GΓGpt−1m : GΓ] = [Gpt−1m : GΓ ∩Gpt−1m],
but [Gpt−1m : Gptm] = p
k and so Gpt−1m = GΓ∩Gpt−1m implying that Gpt−1m <







for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. This contradicts Wohlfahrt’s theorem as the Z-level of Γ is ptm.
We conclude that pt divides [G : GΓ] and so p
t divides [PSL2(OK) : Γ].
If p = 2 or 3 and t ≥ 3, if p2 divides [G : GΓGp2m] we also conclude
that pt divides [G : GΓ]. Otherwise, we have seen that p divides [G : GΓGp2m]
and similar to above we conclude that pt−1 divides [G : GΓ] and therefore p
t−1
divides [PSL2(OK) : Γ].
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3.4 The Peripheral Lattice
In this section we will analyze the possible peripheral lattices that can occur
for certain Od-levels of subgroups of PSL2(Od). Recall that if Γ < PSL2(Od)
Λ(Γ) =
{








Let {1, ω} be a fixed integral basis for Od. By Wohlfahrt’s theorem, if Γ is a
one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (n) then Λ(Γ) contains n and ωn,
but not both m and ωm for any (m) 6⊂ (n). The following definitions will be
useful in this discussion.
Definition 3.4.1. For Γ < PSL2(Od), given a non-zero x ∈ Od we define Λx(Γ)
to be the minimal positive integer n such that nx ∈ Λ(Γ). Let Γ < PSL2(Od)
be a congruence subgroup of Z-level n. Then D is a proper diagonal of Λ(Γ)
if D is a primitive element of Λ(Γ) such that D = a+ bω for 0 ≤ a, b < n.
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level pn for a prime
p. By Wohlfahrt’s Theorem either Λ1(Γ) or Λω(Γ) equals p
n and the other is
pk for some k such that 0 ≤ k ≤ n as otherwise a smaller lattice is contained
in Λ(Γ). Assume that Λ1(Γ) = p
n and Λω(Γ) = p
k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. (The case
where Λ1(Γ) ≤ Λω(Γ) is completely analogous.) We will show that all elements
of Λ(Γ) are of the form
AD(Γ) +BΛ1(Γ) + CΛω(Γ)
where D(Γ) is of the form pr(gpn−k + g′ω) with 0 < r < k and non-zero, g and
g′ relatively prime to p, and A,B, and C ∈ Z. Let a ∈ Λ(Γ).
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It suffices to consider elements of the form
a = pr(gpt + g′ω).
If t < n − k then pk−ra = pk+tg + g′pkω ∈ Λ(Γ) and therefore pk+tg ∈ Λ(Γ).
Since (p, g) = 1, pk+t ∈ Λ(Γ), but this cannot occur as k + t < n. If t > n− k
then pn−(t+r)a = png + pn−tg′ω ∈ Λ(Γ) and so pn−tω ∈ Λ(Γ), which cannot
occur as n− t < k. If
a = pr(g + ptg′ω)
and r + t ≥ k we have an immediate contradiction, and if r + t < k, the fact
that pk−(r+t)a = pk−tg + pkg′ω ∈ Λ(Γ) implies that pk−t ∈ Λ(Γ). Therefore all
elements of Λ(Γ) are of the above form.
Now, let D be the diagonal element with minimal exponent r with
respect to the above notation. So
AD = Apr(gpn−k + ωg′).
Since g, g′, and A are relatively prime to p, there are c1, c2 ∈ Z such that
c1Ag + c2p
k−r = 1. Therefore c1AD = p
r+n−k − c2pn + c1Ag′prω ∈ Λ(Γ). So
pr(pn−k + h′ω) ∈ Λ(Γ) for h′ ∈ Z, (h′, p) = 1 and 0 < h′ < pn. We have
diagonals D1 = p
r(pn−k + ωh′) and D2 = p
r(hpn−k + ω) where both h and h′
are relatively prime to p. Now, we will appeal to a theorem in the geometry
of numbers [9], which states
Theorem 3.4.1. (Theorem on Lattice Triangles) Let b1, b2 be two independent
points of a lattice Λ in R2. Suppose that the closed triangle with vertices 0, b1,
b2 does not contain other points of Λ. Then {b1, b2} is a basis of Λ.
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So, {D1,Λ1(Γ)}, and {D2,Λω(Γ)} are both bases for Λ(Γ), whose normalized
area is pn+r. And we have shown
Proposition 3.4.2. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od)
of Z-level pn where p is a prime. Then Λ(Γ) is generated by {Λ1(Γ),Λω(Γ)}
if there are no proper diagonals, and both {Λ1(Γ),D} and {D′,Λω(Γ)} are
generating sets for appropriate diagonals D and D′ in Λ(Γ).
Notice that if D = pr(gpn−k + ω) then all other elements of the form
pr(hpn−k +ωh′) are multiples of D modulo pn and ωpk, i.e. there are α, β, and
γ ∈ Z such that pr(hpn−k + ωh′) = αD + βpn + γωpk.
3.5 The Structure of SL2(Od)
We will use the following to understand the index of related congruence sub-
groups:
Claim 3.5.1. Let G be a finite group such that G = G1×G2, and let B < G.
Let ρi : G→ Gi be projection for i = 1, 2. Define Bi = ρi(B) for i = 1, 2 and
let N1 < G1 be defined as N1 = {t1 ∈ B1 : (t1, 1) ∈ B} and N2 < G2 be defined
as N2 = {t2 ∈ B2 : (1, t2) ∈ B}. Then
B1/N1 ∼= B2/N2
|B| = |B1||N2| = |B2||N1|
[G : B] = [G1 : B1][G2 : N2].
Proof. First, we will show that N1 / B1. Let n1 ∈ N1 and b1 ∈ B1. By the
definition of N1, (n1, 1) ∈ B and since b1 ∈ B1 there is a b2 ∈ B2 such that
(b1, b2) ∈ B. Therefore
(b1, b2)
−1(n1, 1)(b1, b2) = (b
−1
1 n1b1, 1) ∈ B
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which implies that b−11 n1b1 ∈ N1, showing that N1 / B1. Similarly, N2 / B2.
Now we will define an isomorphism ψ : B1/N1 → B2/N2. Given b1 ∈ B1
we let ψ(b1N1) = b2N2 for any b2 such that (b1, b2) ∈ B. First, notice that if
(b1, b2) and (b1, β2) ∈ B then (1, β−12 b2) ∈ B so β−12 b2 ∈ N2 and we conclude
that β2N2 = b2N2. If b1, β1 ∈ B and b1N1 = β1N1 then β−11 b1 ∈ N1, therefore




1 b1, 1) = (b1, b2) ∈ B
and we see that ψ(b1N1) = ψ(β1N1) = b2N2, and conclude that ψ is well
defined.
To see that ψ is injective, notice that if ψ(b1N1) = ψ(β1N1) = b2N2
then (b1, b2) and (β1, b2) are in B. Therefore
(b1, b2)
−1(β1, b2) = (b
−1
1 β1, 1) ∈ B
and b−11 β1 ∈ N1, implying that b1N1 = β1N1. For all b2 ∈ B2 there is a b1 ∈ B1
such that (b1, b2) ∈ B and therefore ψ(b1N1) = b2N2, showing surjectivity.
Now it suffices to show that |B| = |B1||N2|. For b1 ∈ B1, let
n(b1) = |{b2 ∈ B2 : (b1, b2) ∈ B}|.
We will show that n(b1) = |N2|. Let b1 ∈ B1, so there is a b2 ∈ B2 such
that (b1, b2) ∈ B. For each n2 ∈ N2, (1, n2) ∈ B, so (b1, b2n2) ∈ B and we
conclude that n(b1) ≥ |N2|. Conversely, if both (b1, b2) and (b1, β2) ∈ B, then
(1, b2β
−1
2 ) ∈ B and so b2β−12 ∈ N2 and we see that |N2| = n(b1).
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It will be necessary to work both in PSL2(Od) and SL2(Od). If Γ is a
one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) containing Γ(n), then the pull
back of Γ under the projectivization map SL2(Od) → PSL2(Od) is a group of
the same index that we will refer to as Γ′, which contains a principal congruence
subgroup Γ(n)′ in SL2(Od), where
Γ(n)′ = {M ∈ SL2(Od) : M ≡ ±I mod (n)} .
A group denoted G′ will always refer to the SL2(R) pull-back of a group
G < PSL2(R), where R = Od or a quotient of Od, and will never refer to
the derived subgroup. Let n = n1n2 such that ni ∈ Od, (n1, n2) = 1 and
(n1) ∩ (n2) = (n). Let
φ′n : SL2(Od) → SL2(Od/(n))
and
φn : PSL2(Od) → PSL2(Od/(n))






′ ∼= SL2(Od/(n1))× SL2(Od/(n2)).[17]
We will use these isomorphic groups interchangeably. We will denote projec-
tion in the ith coordinate as
ρ′i : SL2(Od/(n)) → SL2(Od/(ni))
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and
ρi : PSL2(Od/(n)) → PSL2(Od/(ni)).
Define
B′ = φ′n(Γ




B = φn(Γ), Bi = ρi(B).
N ′i will be defined with respect to B
′
i, as above, and let Ni = PN
′
i , the image
of N ′i under the projectivization map. Notice that
Bi = φni(Γ) = φni(ΓΓ(ni)),
as Γ(ni) = kerφni , and the analogous statement is true for B
′
i. Let
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = [SL2(Od) : Γ
′].
Notice that since Γ(n) < Γ,
x = [PSL2(Od/(n)) : B] = [SL2(Od/(n)) : B
′].
Let











where the the product is taken over all primes P in Od dividing (n). Notice that



































































Notice that |Ni| = 12 |N
′
i | or |N ′i |, depending on whether ±I ∈ N ′i or not. (N ′i










If 2 divides |Od/(ni)|, then Od/(ni) ∼= F2 or F4, SL2(F2) ∼= PSL2(F2) and
SL2(F4) ∼= PSL2(F4) so N ′i = Ni, B′i = Bi and B′ = B.
3.6 Vector Spaces
In this section we will describe a technique that will be used to encode infor-
mation about one-cusped congruence subgroups, and especially their Od-levels,
in terms of a vector subspace. This will be used as a convenient way to show
that there cannot be one-cusped congruence subgroups in certain situations.
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) of Od-level P
n
where P is a prime lying over the rational prime p, q ∈ Od is such that (q) = P
and n ≥ 2. If p 6= 2 the quotient Γ(Pn−1)/Γ(Pn) is a three-dimensional
vector space, V , over FN(P). For all p, the quotient Γ(Pn−1)′/Γ(Pn)′ is a
three-dimensional vector space over FN(P). (When p = 2 the dimension of
Γ(Pn−1)/Γ(Pn) varies for small powers of P corresponding to those cases when
±I ∈ Γ(Pn).) The correspondence is given by
±
(
1 + qn−1a qn−1b
qn−1c 1 + qn−1d
)
∈ Γ(Pn−1) ↔ (a, b, c) ∈ V
for a, b, c, and d in Od. This correspondence is well-defined modulo P for a, b
and c. The subgroup Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1) corresponds to a subspace, F, of V . Notice
that if W ∈ ΓΓ(Pn−1) then W ≡ W ∗ modulo Pn−1 for some W ∗ ∈ Γ.
Claim 3.6.1. If Γ(Pn) < Γ then Γ(P)/Γ(Pn−1) is a vector space V , and Γ ∩
Γ(Pn−1) corresponds to a subspace, F . The action induced on V by conjugation
by an element in ΓΓ(Pn−1) preserves F .
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Proof. Conjugation preserves V as Γ(Pn−1) and Γ(Pn) are normal subgroups
of PSL2(Od). Moreover, any conjugate of Γ∩Γ(Pn−1) is a subgroup of Γ(Pn−1).
So it suffices to see that any conjugate of Γ∩Γ(Pn−1) by an element of ΓΓ(Pn−1)
is a subgroup of Γ. Such an element is of the form XY for some X in Γ and
Y in Γ(Pn−1). The X conjugate of Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1) is clearly in Γ, and hence
in Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1). Finally, since Γ(Pn−1)/Γ(Pn) is abelian, conjugating by Y
preserves Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1) modulo Pn.













∈ PSL2(Od). The action of conjugating M by W , M →
WMW−1, interpreted in V sends the vector u = (u1, u2, u3) to the vector
W · u = ([ad+ bc]u1− acu2 + bdu3,−2abu1 + a2u2− b2u3, 2cdu1− c2u2 + d2u3).
By Lemma 3.6.1, if u ∈ F then W · u ∈ F . It will be uselful to calculate W · u













Conjugating M by Mab takes u = (u1, u2, u3) to
Mab · u = ([2ab− 1]u1 − au2 + [ab2 − b]u3,
[−2a2b+ 2a]u1 + a2u2 + [−a2b22 + 2ab− 1]u3,
2bu1 − u2 + b2u3).
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In particular,
M00 · u = −(u1, u3, u2),
M01 · u = (−u1 − u3,−u3, 2u1 − u2 + u3)
and
M12 · u = (3u1 − u2 + 2u3,−2u1 + u2 − 5u3, 4u1 − u2 + 4u3).
If Mab ∈ ΓΓ(Pn−1) then this action fixes F by Claim 3.6.1.
The remainder of the section will establish restrictions on F correspond-
ing to restrictions that will arise from the existence of one-cusped congruence
subgroups.
Claim 3.6.2. Let Γ be as above. If Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1)) = Λ(Γ(Pn)), then
(b1b2, b
2
2,−b21) ∈ F if and only if b1 = b2 = 0.
In particular, neither (0, 1, 0) nor (0, 0, 1) are in F .




















So (0, 0, 0) corresponds to the elements of the form(
1 + qna′ qnb′
qnc′ 1 + qnd′
)
∈ PSL2(Od)
under the identification modulo Γ(Pn). Any matrix of this form is in Γ(Pn) <
Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1).
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So it suffices to show that if (b1b2, b
2
2,−b21) ∈ F then b1 = b2 = 0. In
the case where b1 = 0 we have (0, b
2





∈ Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1).
As Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1)) = Λ(Γ(Pn)) we conclude that b22qn−1 ≡ 0 mod Pn. So





∈ Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1).
Again we conclude that b1 ≡ 0 mod P. So under the correspondence, both b1
and b2 are zero.
We now assume that neither b1 nor b2 is zero. Let k ∈ Od be such that



































∈ Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1).
We conclude that since Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1)) = Λ(Γ(Pn)) that k2qn−1 ≡ 0 mod Pn
and so k ≡ 0 mod P. So (b1, b2) ⊂ (q) and thus b1 ≡ b2 ≡ 0 mod P.
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The situation in the following proposition will occur frequently.
Proposition 3.6.3. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n
where P lies over p and is not inert. Assume that
Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(Pn−1)) = Λ(Γ(Pn)).
Then
i) There are s1, s3 ∈ Fp such that (1, s1, 0) and (0, s3, 1) form a basis for F .
ii) If u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F then u2 = u1s1 + u3s3.
iii) If p > 2 then s21 − 4s3 is not a square in Fp.
Proof. As they are linearly independent, it is sufficient to see that there are
elements of the type (a, b, 0) and (0, α, β) in F such that a, α and β are non-
zero. If an element of the form (a, b, 0) or (0, α, β) ∈ F , then by Lemma 3.6.2
a, α, and β are non-zero. If no element of the form (a, b, 0) were in F , then for
all elements (x, y, z) and (x′, y′, z) in F , x ≡ x′, y ≡ y′. Therefore, for a fixed
z ∈ Fp there would be a unique x, y such that (x, y, z) ∈ F , and so F would
be one-dimensional. The case of (0, α, β) is similar.
For ii), if u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F there are A,B,∈ Fp such that
u = (u1, u2, u3) = A(1, s1, 0) +B(0, s3, 1) = (A,As1 +Bs3, B).
This implies that u1 = A, u3 = B and so for all (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F ,
u2 = u1s1 + u3s3.
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To prove iii), notice that s3 is non-zero since (0, s3, 1) ∈ F , and
(0, 0, 1) 6∈ F . Assume that s21 − 4s3 ≡ l2 for some l ∈ Zp. It is enough to
show that there is an s ∈ Fp such that
ss1 − s2s3 ≡ 1
as then
s(1, s1, 0)− s2(0, s3, 1) = (s, ss1 − s2s3,−s2) = (s, 1,−s2) ∈ F
contradicting Claim 3.6.2. If s1 − 4s3 ≡ l2, then since s3 is non-zero we can
write l ≡ xs3 − s1 for some x ∈ Fp. So
l2 ≡ s21 + x2s23 − 2xs1s3 ≡ s21 − 4s3
and since s3 is non-zero
2xs1 − x2s3 ≡ 4.




In this chapter, we will prove
Proposition 4.0.1. There are finitely many maximal one-cusped congruence
subgroups of the Bianchi Groups. Furthermore, any prime in Od dividing the
Z-level of such a group has norm at most 11.
If d =1, 2, or 7 there are finitely many one-cusped congruence subgroups
of odd Z-level, and if d = 3 there are finitely many one-cusped congruence
subgroups of Z-level relatively prime to 21.
If d =11, 19, 43, 67, or 163 there are finitely many one-cusped congru-
ence subgroups of PSL2(Od).
Unless d = 3 and p =3, or 7, or d =1, 2, or 7 and p = 2 the proof
will produce explicit bounds on the maximal power of any prime p dividing
the Z-level of a one-cusped congruence subgroup. Proposition 4.0.1 implies
Theorem 1.1.1 and the discussion following it.
In Section 4.2 we will prove
Proposition 4.0.2. (Prime Z-Levels) Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Z-level p where p is a rational prime lying under a prime P ⊂ Od.
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Then N(P) ≤ 11.
In Section 4.3 we will show
Proposition 4.0.3. (Prime Power Z-Levels) Let Γ be a one-cusped con-
gruence subgroup of Z-level pn, where p is the rational prime lying under a
prime P ⊂ Od. Then N(P) ≤ 11. Moreover, unless p = 2 and is not inert,
p = 3 is ramified or p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1, then
n ≤

0 if N(P) > 11, or p = 3 is inert and T (Γ) = 1
1 if p = 7, 11 is ramified
or p = 3 is inert and T (Γ) 6= 1
or p = 5, 11 is split
or p = 7 is split and T (Γ) = 1
2 or p = 3 is split
or p = 2 is inert
Assuming the above propositions, in Section 4.1 we will prove
Proposition 4.0.4. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level
(n). Then N(P) ≤ 11 for all P dividing (n).
Deferring the proof of this proposition until Section 4.1, we will now
complete the proof of Proposition 4.0.1. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of PSL2(Od) of Z-level n. Since Γ has one cusp, Od must have class
number one, and therefore d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163}. By Lemma 4.0.4,
if P is a prime in Od dividing (n), then N(P) ≤ 11. Therefore, there is a
finite set of primes, depending on d, such that the Z-level of any one-cusped
congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) is only divisible by these primes.
Lemma 4.0.5. Let Od have class number one, let P be a non-zero prime in
Od, with N(P) ≤ 11, and let p ∈ Z lie under P. Then
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a) If p is not a split or ramified 2, ramified 3, or split 7 in O3 then there is
a constant c1 depending only on p and d such that there are no one-cusped
congruence subgroups with pc1 dividing the Z-level
b) If p is a split or ramified 2, ramified 3, or split 7 in O3 then there is a
constant c1 depending only on p and d such that if p
c1 divides the Z-level of
a one-cusped congruence subgroup, Γ, then if p = 7, Γ < ΓΓ(p) a one- cusped
congruence subgroup of Z-level p, and if p ≤ 3 then Γ < ΓΓ(p2), a one- cusped
congruence subgroup of Z-level p2.
Before we prove Lemma 4.0.5 we will complete the proof of Proposition
4.0.1. If d =11, 19, 43, 67, or 163, the prime 2 is inert and 3 is unramified.
Therefore, by Lemma 4.0.5 a) and Proposition 4.0.4 the Z-level of any one-




where the product is taken over the finite number of primes where N(P) ≤ 11
for all P ∈ Od lying over p. Therefore Γ(M) is contained in all one-cusped
congruence subgroups. As a result, there are only finitely many one-cusped
congruence subgroups in O11, O19, O43, O67 or O163.
In O1, O2, and O7, the above argument shows that there are only finitely
many one-cusped congruence subgroups of odd Z-level. Moreover, if the Z-




where the product is taken over the finite number of odd primes where N(P) ≤
11 for all P ∈ Od lying over p. There are only finitely many of Z-level dividing
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2c1(2,d)M and by Lemma 4.0.5 if Γ if n > c1(2, d) then such a subgroup is
contained in a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level 4. This proves
Proposition for d =1, 2 and 7. The proof in the case where d = 3 is analogous.
Proof. (proof of Lemma 4.0.5) Let p be a prime such that N(P) ≤ 11 for all
primes P ⊂ Od lying over p. Notice that for any other prime q ∈ Z that the
power of p dividing
M(qn) = |SL2(Od/(qn))| =
{
q3n−2(q2 − 1) if q is not inert
q6n−4(q4 − 1) if q is inert
is less than a constant, c(p, q). Let
c1(p, d) = 7 +
∑
c(p, q)
where the sum is taken over all primes q ∈ Z such that N(Q) ≤ 11 for all
primes Q lying over q.
Now assume that Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level
n. If n is a prime power, Proposition 4.0.3 implies Lemma 4.0.5, so we will
assume that n is composite. If p is a prime and pt is the maximal power of a
prime p dividing n, then let n1 = p
t and n2 = n/n1. Let x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ]
and x1 = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(n1)]. If ν2 is the factor of the Od-level of Γ that is




where N ′1 is the group defined in Section 3.5 and M(ν2) = |SL2(Od/ν2)|. By
the Index Lemma, pt−1 divides x. By the above discussion, since ν2 divides
(n2), M(ν2) divides M(n2) and therefore p
c1−7 does not divide M(ν2). If t > c1
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we conclude that p7 divides x1. Therefore, ΓΓ(n1) is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Z-level a power of p. Since p7 divides the index, we conclude that
the Z-level is at least p3. In case a) this contradicts Proposition 4.0.3 and we
conclude that the pc1 cannot divide the Z-level of a one-cusped congruence
subgroup. In case b), by the Ladder Lemma, ΓΓ(n1) is a subgroup of ΓΓ(p
2)
which has Z-level p if p = 7 and p2 if p = 2 or 3. This completes the proof.
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4.1 Composite Z-Levels
We will first show
Lemma 4.1.1. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level m. Let
p be the largest prime dividing m. Then N(P) ≤ 11 for all P in Od lying over
p.
Next we will prove Proposition 4.0.4, that if Γ is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Od-level (n), then N(P) ≤ 11 for all primes P dividing n.
4.1.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1.1
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (n). As Od is a
Dedekind domain,
(n) = Pν00 P
ν1
1 . . .P
νs
s
where Pi is a prime for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and Pi 6= Pj for all i 6= j. Let pi be the
rational prime lying under Pi, and order the Pi such that pi ≥ pi−1. We will
show that N(P0) ≤ 11.
The Index Lemma states that if Pi is unramified, then p
νi
i divides x =




i divides x, where dre is the
ceiling function. By Proposition 4.0.2, we may assume that s > 0, and if
p0 = p1 then s > 1.
We will use the notation established in Section 3.5. The approach will
be to choose non-zero n1 and n2 ∈ Od with (n) = (n1)∩ (n2) and (n1, n2) = Od








x1 = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(n1)]
and hence ΓΓ(n1) is a proper one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od),
whose Od-level divides (n1). Notice that if p0 is split with P0P1 = (p0) then
p0 = p1. If n2 is relatively prime to p0, then as p0 is chosen to be larger than







we conclude that unless p0 = 3 that p0 can only divide M(n2) if it divides the
factor p2i + 1 corresponding to an inert pi. We will assume that it is not the
case that p0 = 3 and ps = 2 as here N(P0) ≤ 11. We will break down the
proof of Lemma 4.1.1 into four cases.










2 . . .P
νs
s .








but p0 does divide x by the Index Lemma. Therefore, p0 divides x1. So ΓΓ(P
ν0
0 )
is a one-cusped subgroup of PSL2(Od) with Od- level a non-trivial power of the
prime P0, and N(P0) ≤ 11 by Proposition 4.3.
Case 2: Assume that p0 6= p1 but p0 divides p2i + 1 for some inert pi.
One can check that if p0 > 11 is ramified, that p0 does not divide p
2
i + 1 for
any inert pi. Therefore we may assume that p0 is unramified. First, we will
show that if pi and pj are inert, pj < pi < p0, and p0 divides p
2
i + 1, that p0
does not divide p2j + 1. Otherwise, we have
p2i ≡ p2j ≡ −1 mod p0.
Since pj, pi < p0, and pi 6= pj they are in different equivalence classes modulo
p0 and therefore,
pj = −pi mod p0
implying that pj = p0 − pi. But p0 and pi are necessarily odd, so we conclude
that pj = 2 and therefore p0 = 5 and pi = 3. But the following lemma implies
that in this case p0 is split, and therefore N(P0) = 5.
Lemma 4.1.2. Assume that P0 = 5, P1 = 3 and P2 = 2 are all inert. Then

















2 if ν0, ν1, and ν2 are positive.
We will prove this after we have completed the proof of Case 2.










2 . . .P
νs
s .





Since p20 does not divide p
2
i +1 as p0 > pi, and p0 does not divide p
2
j +1 for any
other inert prime pj, p
2
0 does not divide M(n2). As we are assuming p
2
0 divides
x, we conclude that p0 divides x1 and ΓΓ(P
ν0
0 ) has Od- level a non-trivial power
of P0, so N(P0) ≤ 11.
Therefore we may assume that p20 does not divides x. By the Index




Now p0 divides x but not M(n2), so p0 divides x1. Therefore ΓΓ(P0P
νi
i ) is a
one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od- level P0 or P0P
ωi
i for some 1 ≤ ωi ≤ νi.
In the first case, N(P0) ≤ 11 by Proposition 4.0.2.
It now suffices to assume that ΓΓ(P0P
νi
i ) = ΓΓ(P0P
ωi





0 does not divide [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(P0P
ωi
i )]. Abusing notation, let
(n) = P0P
ωi
i , (n1) = P
ωi
i , (n2) = P0,
and
x = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(P0P
νi
i )].
We will prove the following two claims after we complete the proof of Case 2.
Claim 4.1.3. P0 is not inert.
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Claim 4.1.4. With p0 and pi as above, pi does not divide p0± 1 unless pi = 2
and p0 = 5.
Now, we see that pi divides x by the Index Lemma, but not M(n2) which is
p0(p0 +1)(p0−1) since p0 is not inert by Claim 4.1.3. Since |N ′2| = x1M(n2)/x
we conclude that pi divides x1. Therefore ΓΓ(P
ωi
i ) has Od-level a non-trivial
power of Pi and therefore N(Pi) ≤ 11. As we are assuming that pi is inert, we
conclude that pi is 2 or 3 and therefore p0 = 5 which is split by Claim 4.1.3.
Now we will prove Claims 4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4.
Proof. (Proof of Lemma 4.1.2) Let P5 lie over 5, P3 lie over 3 and P2 lie over







First, assume that a5 = 0. Let (n1) = P
a3
3 and (n2) = P
a2
2 . By
Proposition 4.3 x1 = 1 as there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of





26a2−4 · 3 · 5
x
and we conclude that 32 does not divide x. By the Index Lemma we see that
a3 =1 or 2. If a3 = 1 then as PSL2(F9) is simple and
[SL2(F9) : N ′1] =
x
x2
we conclude that N1 = {id} or PSL2(F9) and so x = x2, 2x2,M(n1) or
M(n1)/2. By the Index Lemma, 3 divides x, and 3 does not divide x2 as
in this case d 6= 3 and hence x2 is a power of 2. Therefore x 6= x2 or 2x2.
But M(n1) cannot divide x as 5 divides M(n1) but not x, since x divides
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|Λ(Γ(Pa33 Pa22 ))| = 32a322a2 . Therefore a3 = 2 but in this case as P3 and P2 are
inert and 32 does not divide x, we see that 32 cannot divide either Λ1(Γ) or
Λω(Γ). Therefore Λ(Γ(3 ·2a2)) is contained in Λ(Γ), contradicting the fact that
a3 = 2.
Now assume that a3 = 0. Let (n1) = P
a5
5 and (n2) = P
a2
2 . By Proposi-





26a2−4 · 3 · 5
x
we conclude that 52 does not divide x. Therefore a5 = 1 by the Index Lemma.
As PSL2(F25) is simple and as
[SL2(F25 : N ′1] =
x
x2
we conclude that N1 = {id} or PSL2(F25) and so x = x2, 2x2, x2M(n1) or
x2M(n1)/2. The first two are impossible as 5 divides x by the Index Lemma,
but not x2, as any one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
a2
2 has index
a power of 2. Similarly, the last two are impossible as 13 divides M(n1) but
not x.
Now assume that a2 = 0. Let (n1) = P
a5
5 and (n2) = P
a3
3 . Therefore





24 · 36a3−4 · 5
x
and we conclude that 52 does not divide x. Therefore a5 = 1 by the Index
Lemma. We have




and since PSL2(F25) is simple, we see that x = x2, 2x2, x2M(n1) or M(n1).
As before, none of these is possible.





and (n2) = P
a2





26a2−4 · 3 · 5
x
we conclude that 52 does not divide x. Therefore a5 = 1 by the Index Lemma




2 we have a contradiction similar to
above.
Proof. (Proof of Claim 4.1.3) We are assuming that (n) = P0P
ωi
i , Pi is inert
and p20 does not divide x. Assume that P0 is inert. We will show that this is
impossible.
Let (n1) = P0 and (n2) = P
ωi











we conclude that x = x2, 2x2, M(n1)x2 or M(n1)x2/2. The first two contra-
dict the fact that p0 divides x, and the second two imply that p
2
0 divides x.
Therefore x1 6= 1 and ΓΓ(P0) is a proper one-cusped congruence subgroup,
implying that N(P0) ≤ 11..
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Proof. (Proof of Claim 4.1.4) We are assuming that p0 divides p
2
i + 1 and pi
divides p0 ± 1. So there are positive integers r and s such that
p0r = p
2
i + 1, andpis = p0 ± 1.
We may assume that pi is odd. (If pi = 2 then p0 = 5 and by Claim 4.1.2 p0
is not inert.) By parity, we see that r is even. We have
p0r = p
2




i + 1 = r(pis+ 1),
then p2i = rpis + r − 1 and therefore r ≤ pi. Also it implies that r − 1 ≡ 0
mod pi and so r = 1. Hence, p0 = p
2
i + 1 which cannot occur by parity. If
p0r = p
2
i + 1 = r(pis− 1)
then p2i = p0r−1 and so r < pi. The right hand side, p2i +1 = r(pis−1) implies
that 1 ≡ −r mod pi and therefore r = pi−1. We have p2i +1 = (pi−1)(pis−1)
and so p2i = p
2
i s− pi − pis and pi = pis− 1− s and we conclude that s cannot
be 1 and pi =
s+1
s−1 . Therefore, pi = 2.
Case 3: Assume that p0 = p1 and p0 does not divide p
2






























1 or, say, P
ω0
0 . In either case, the Z-level is a power of p0 and
by Proposition 4.0.3, N(P0) ≤ 11.
Case 4: Assume that p0 = p1 and p0 divides p
2
i + 1 for some inert Pi
dividing (n).
We may assume that p0 > 3. If p
2













and as p20 does not divide M(n2), p0 divides x1 and so p0 divides the Z- level
of ΓΓ(Pν00 P
ν1
1 ). We conclude that N(P0) ≤ 11. So assume that p20 does not x











i+1 . . .P
νs
s .
Therefore p0 divides x, but not M(n2).
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By previous work, we may assume ΓΓ(P0P1P
νi





i where 1 ≤ ωi ≤ νi. Abusing notation let (n1) = P
ωi
i , and (n2) = P0P1




and pi divides x. Claim 4.1.4 implies that pi does not divide p0(p0 +1)(p0− 1)





i ) has Od- level divisible by Pi and N(Pi) ≤ 11.
So, pi = 2 or 3 as it is inert, implying that p0 = 5 and N(P0) ≤ 11.
4.1.2 Proof of Proposition 4.0.4
We will prove that if Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (n)
then N(P) ≤ 11 for all primes P dividing (n). We will need to recall the
splitting types of small primes.
Table 4.1:
Splitting Types of Small Primes in Od, R=Ramified, S=Split and I=Inert
d = 1 2 3 7 11 19 43 67 163
p = 2 R R I S I I I I I
3 I S R I S I I I I
5 S I I I S S I I I
7 I I S R I S I I I
11 I S I S R S S I I
It suffices to do a few calculations. As in the previous proof, let
(n) = Pν00 P
ν1
1 . . .P
νs
s
be the Od- level of Γ with Pi lying over pi, and ordered so that pi ≥ pi+1.
By Lemma 4.1.1 we know that N(P0) ≤ 11. Therefore either P0 is split or
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ramified and p0 ≤ 11 or P0 is inert and p0 = 2 or 3. It suffices to rule out the
possibility of having an inert prime Pi 6= P0 such that 11 > pi > 3. We will
call such a prime P, lying over p, with ν the largest power of P dividing (n).
The only possibilities are p = 5 or 7. If p = 7, notice that (p,M(Q)) = 1 for
any other possible prime Q dividing (n). Therefore, if we let (n1) = P
ν then




we see that p divides x1, resulting in a contradiction. Therefore it suffices to
show that p 6= 5.
Table 4.2: M(Q) for small primes Q in Od
N(Q) = 2 3 4 5 7 9 11 25
M(Q) 2 · 3 233 223 · 5 233 · 5 243 · 7 2432 · 5 233 · 5 · 11 243 · 5213
Notice that if (n) is coprime to P then gcd(5,M(n)) = 1 unless a split
or ramified prime lying over 11 divides (n) or an inert 2 or 3 divides (n). Let
(n1) be the product of P
ν , with all the prime divisors, P′, to their maximal
powers such that gcd(5,M(P′)) 6= 1. Now 5 does not divide M(n2), but divides




5 divides x1 and therefore ΓΓ(n1) has Od- level divisible only by P and these
P′ such that gcd(5,M(P)) 6= 1. It now suffices to rule out these types of Od-
levels.
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Notice that when d = 1, 11 or 19 that 5 is split. When d = 67 or 163,
the primes 5, 7 and 11 are all inert, so p0 is either 2 or 3 by Lemma 4.1.1. As a
result, we have proven Proposition 4.0.4 in these cases, and may assume that
d ∈ {2, 3, 7, 43}.
We have Γ, a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (n), and P
is prime lying over 5, with ν the largest power of P dividing (n). For a split
prime lying over the prime r ∈ Z, let (r) = PrQr where νr and µr are the
powers of Pr and Qr dividing (n). For an inert prime lying over r, let (r) = Pr
with νr the power of Pr dividing (n).
In the O2 case, 2 is ramified, 3 and 11 are split, and 5 and 7 are inert.
Therefore 5 only divides M(Q) for those primes Q lying over 11. First, assume
that Γ has Od-level Q
ν11
11 P
ν . Let (n1) = P
ν and (n2) = Q
ν11









Since 52 does not divide M(n2) we see that 5
2 does not divide x, and we
conclude that ν = 1 by the Index Lemma. Since
[SL2(F25) : N ′1] =
x
x2
and N1/PSL2(F25) we conclude that x = x2, 2x2, M(n2) or M(n2)/2 and have
a contradiction as 5 divides x but not x2 and 3 divides M(n2) but not x.
Now assume that (n) = Pν1111 Q
µ11
2 P
ν . Let (n1) = P
ν11
11 P
ν and (n2) = Q
µ11
11 .





and 52 does not divide M(n2) we conclude that 5
2 does not divide x and so
ν = 1 resulting in a contradiction as above.
In the O3 case, 11 is inert, 7 is split, 5 is inert, 3 is ramified, and 2 is
inert. If P divides (n) then P7 or Q7 divides (n). Let (n1) = P
ν if P2 does
not divide (n) or PνPν22 if P2 divides (n). Then ΓΓ(n1) has Od-level dividing
PνPν22 with ν ≥ 1 since 5 does not divide M(P7) or M(P3). This is impossible
by Lemma 4.1.2.
In O7 and O11, since 5
2 does not divideM(Q) for any of the other primes
Q that can divide (n), we can rule out the possibility that (n) = PνQµ for any
of these as we have done above. Then as above we can rule out (n) = PνQµRω




In this section we prove Proposition 4.0.2, that if Γ is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Z-level p where p is a rational prime lying under P ⊂ Od then
N(P) ≤ 11. We will do so with three lemmas. If the Z-level os p for an inert
prime, then the Od-level is (p). If p is split as P1P2 then the Od-level is P1P2,
P1 or P2. If p is ramified with P lying over p, then the Od-level is either P or
P2. First, in Section 4.2.1 we will show
Lemma 4.2.1. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P for
a prime P ∈ Od, then N(P) ≤ 11.
This proves Proposition 4.0.2 for inert primes. Next, in Section 4.2.2 we prove
Lemma 4.2.2. Let p = P1P2 be a split prime, and Γ a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Od-level P1P2. If p > 3 then [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
2 and ΓΓ(Pi)
has Od-level Pi. Moreover, if p ≤ 3 and [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p2 then ΓΓ(Pi)
has Od-level Pi for i = 1 and 2.
(A discussion of the term T (Γ) is contained in Section 1.4.) This proves
Proposition 4.0.2 for split primes. Finally, in Section 4.2.3 we show
Lemma 4.2.3. Let n be a positive integer. There are no one-cusped congru-
ence subgroups of Od-level P
n where P is a ramified prime and N(P) > 11.
which proves Proposition 4.0.2 for ramified primes. Together, Lemmas 4.2.1,
4.2.1 and 4.2.3 prove Proposition 4.0.2.
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4.2.1 Prime Od-level
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P, let p be the rational
prime lying under P, and let {1, ω} be an integral basis for Od. Since Od is
a PID, P = (q) for some q ∈ Od. As Γ(P) < Γ, Λ(Γ(P)) ⊂ Λ(Γ), and hence
|Λ(Γ)| divides |Λ(Γ(P))|. Notice that |Λ(Γ)| 6= 1 as this would imply that Λ(Γ)
is generated by 1 and ω and so by Wohlfahrt’s Theorem Γ(1) = PSL2(Od) < Γ.
As Λ(Γ(P)) is generated by q and ωq, |Λ(Γ(P))| = N(P). So
|Λ(Γ)| =
{
p if p is split or ramified
p or p2 if p is inert.
Recall that




T (Γ)p if p is split or ramified
T (Γ)p2 if p is inert.
As Γ(P) < Γ, reduction modulo Γ(P) sends Γ to an index x subgroup of
PSL2(Od)/Γ(P) ∼= PSL2(FN(P)).
A famous theorem of Galois [25] states that the smallest index of a proper
subgroup of PSL2(Fr) is r + 1 except for r =2, 3, 5, 7, 9, or 11. When r =2,
3 ,5 ,7 or 11 the smallest index is r, and when r = 9 the smallest index is 6.
Therefore, we have proven Lemma 4.2.1 in the case where T (Γ) = 1, as in this
case x divides N(P). Also, if p is inert and |Λ(Γ)| = p we conclude that p =
2 or 3 as x divides T (Γ)p, which is less than N(P). So it remains to consider
the case when |Λ(Γ)| = T (Γ)N(P) and T ∈ {2, 3}. By the classification of
subgroups of PSL2(Fr) [25] we conclude that if T = 2 (since d = 1), that
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N(P) =2,5, or 9 and if T = 3 (since d = 3), that N(P) =3,4,7, or 19. And so
N(P) ≤ 11 unless p = 19, d = 3 and T (Γ) = 3. Therefore it suffices to show
that there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups, Γ, of O3-level P with P
lying over p = 19 and
x = [PSL2(O3) : Γ] = 3 · 19
.













Recall that if Γ contained β, then the cusp would be a pillow cusp, and the
area of the cusp of the truncated compact manifold M ′Γ would be one third of
the area of a cusp of the same width that had no peripheral torsion, i.e. where
the cusp is a torus. Therefore, if Γ contained such an element then Γ cannot
have only one cusp. By Wohlfahrt’s Theorem, we conclude that presence of
such an element implies that Γ has 3 cusps.





the order of |φP(Γ)| is 60, and therefore contains an element of order 3. The
Sylow 3-subgroups of PSL2(F19) are isomorphic to Z9 [5, 24]. So since all
Sylow subgroups are conjugate, all elements of order 3 are conjugate. And
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φ(Γ) contains an element of order 3, and therefore must contain an element
conjugate to φ(β). As a result, Γ contains a conjugate of β. So there are
no one-cusped congruence subgroups of O3-level P where N(P) = 19. This
completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.1.
4.2.2 Split Primes
Now we will prove Lemma 4.2.2. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup
of Od-level P1P2 and let q1 and q2 be such that (q1) = P1 and (q2) = P2. We
will show that if p > 3 that [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
2 and ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level
Pi. If p = 2 or 3 we will show that if [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
2 then ΓΓ(Pi)
has Od-level Pi.
Since Λ(Γ(p)) is generated by p and pω, |Λ(Γ(p))| = p2. As a result,
since Γ(p) < Γ
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)porT (Γ)p
2.
Notice that if ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level Pi, the index
xi = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(Pi)] = T (Γ)porp
and
Λ(ΓΓ(Pi)) = {qi, ωqi}.
In this case, by Wohlfahrt’s Theorem, Λ(Γ) ( Λ(ΓΓ(Pi)), and therefore
|Λ(ΓΓ(Pi))| < |Λ(Γ)|
and |Λ(Γ)| = p2 implying that x = T (Γ)p2.
As a result, if p > 3 it suffices to show that the Od-level of ΓΓ(Pi) is
Pi. We will assume that p > 3, and that ΓΓ(P1) = PSL2(Od) and derive a
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contradiction. We will use the notation from Section 3.5. Since ρ1 ◦ φp = φP1 ,
B1 = ρ1(φp(Γ)) = φP1(Γ)
and as φP1 is the reduction modulo P1 map, this is also φP1(ΓΓ(P1)). As we
are assuming that ΓΓ(P1) = PSL2(Od) the image of ΓΓ(P1) surjects PSL2(Fp)
under φP1 . Since p > 3, PSL2(Fp) is simple. AsN1/B1, N1 = {id} or PSL2(Fp),
and so |N1| = 1 or M(P1)/2, where we have defined M(n) = |SL2(Od/(n))| for




we conclude that x = x2M(P1), x2M(P1)/2, 2x2, or x2. Since Γ(p) < Γ, |Λ(Γ)|
divides |Λ(p)| = p2, and so x divides T (Γ)p2, ruling out the first two cases.
The second two imply that |Λ(Γ)| = |Λ(ΓΓ(P2))|, contradicting Wohlfahrt’s
Theorem. Therefore the Od-level of ΓΓ(P1) cannot be Od. This shows that
ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level Pi, by symmetry.
Now let p =2 or 3, so T (Γ) necessarily equals 1 as neither 2 nor 3 is
split in O1 or O3. Assuming that x = p
2 we will show that the Od-level of




, |N ′2| =
3x1
2




, |N ′2| =
23x2
3
so x1 = x2 = 3, implying the result.
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4.2.3 Ramified Primes
We will show that there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level
Pn where P is a ramified prime with norm greater than 11. Let q ∈ Od be such
that (q) = P. If N(P) > 11 there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups
of Od-level P by Lemma 4.2.1. It suffices to show that there are none of Od-
level P2 as by the Ladder Lemma, this implies that there are no one-cusped
congruence subgroups of Od-level P
n for n > 0. Assume that Γ is a one-cusped
congruence subgroup of Od-level P
2 with N(P) > 11. Therefore T (Γ) = 1 as
d 6= 1 or 3. Since |Λ(Γ(P2))| = p2 and Λ((Γ(P2)) ⊂ Λ(Γ), we see that |Λ(Γ)|
divides p2. By Wohlfahrt’s theorem it is not 1, therefore
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = p or p
2.
Notice that |Λ(Γ)| can equal p, for example when Λ(Γ) is generated by {1, pω}.
First, assume that x = p2. We will use a vector space argument, as
discussed in Section 3.6. Here the vector space F corresponding to Γ ∩ Γ(P)
modulo Γ(P2) is one-dimensional as
[Γ(P) : Γ ∩ Γ(P)] = [ΓΓ(P) : Γ] = p2.
Since Mij ∈ ΓΓ(P) for all i, j ∈ Od, Mij · u ∈ F for all u ∈ F . Let u = (a, b, c)
be a generator. If a = 0 then M00 · u = −(a, c, b) ∈ F , implying that b = ±c.
But M12 · (0, b, b) = (b,−4b, 3b) ∈ F , which cannot occur as it implies that
b = 0. Also M12 · (0, b,−b) = (−3b, 6b,−5b) ∈ F , also implying b = 0 in
this case. Therefore a 6= 0, and M00 · u = −(a, c, b) ∈ F and so b = c. But
M01 · (a, b, b) = −(a + b, b,−2a), and so (a + b, b,−2a) ∈ F . So 2a = −b.
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Therefore b 6= 0 and hence (a, b, b) = (a + b, b,−2a) implying that a + b = a.
Therefore we see that b = 0 and a = 0, which is not possible.
Therefore, x = p.
Claim 4.2.4. In this case, PSL2(Z) < Γ.
We will defer the proof of the claim until after we have completed the proof
of Lemma 4.2.3.
If PSL2(Z) < Γ, Λ(Γ) is generated by 1 and ωp. Since Λ(Γ(P)) is
generated by q and ωq, we see that Λ(Γ(P)∩Γ) is generated by p and ωp. By
assumption ΓΓ(P) = PSL2(Od),
[Γ(P) : Γ ∩ Γ(P)] = [ΓΓ(P) : Γ] = p.
Therefore, Γ∩Γ(P) corresponds to a two-dimensional subspace, F, of Zp3 and
satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6.3. Therefore
i) There are s1, s3 ∈ Fp such that (1, s1, 0) and (0, s3, 1) form a basis for F .
ii) If u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F then u2 = u1s1 + u3s3.
iii) s21 − 4s3 is not a square in Fp.
As ΓΓ(P) = PSL2(Od), Mij ∈ ΓΓ(P) for all i, j ∈ Od. So for all u ∈ F ,
Mij ·u ∈ F . Specifically, M00 · (1, s1, 0) = −(1, 0, s1) ∈ F . As u2 = u1s1 +u3s3,
we conclude that 0 = s1(s3+1) and so s1 = 0 or s3 = −1. Now M00 ·(0, s3, 1) =
−(0, 1, s3) ∈ F , so 1 = s23. As a result, s3 = ±1. Since s21−4s3 is not a square,
s1 = 0 and s3 = 1, or s3 = −1.
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Furthermore, M12 · (1, s1, 0) = (3 − s1,−2 + s1, 4 − s1) ∈ F . If s1 = 0 and
s3 = 1, we have u2 ≡ u3 and therefore 6 ≡ 0 mod p, a contradiction as
p > 3. If s3 = −1, this gives s21 − 3s1 + 2 = 0. Finally, M12 · (0, s3, 1) =
(−s3 + 2, s3 − 5,−s3 + 4) = (3,−6, 5) ∈ F , and so −1 = 3s1. As a result,
s21 = −3, but then s21 − 4s3 = 1, which is a square. Therefore x 6= p. This
completes the proof.
Proof. (Proof of Claim 4.2.4) We will prove that if x = p then PSL2(Z) < Γ.
Let φ be the reduction modulo P2 map and let Γz = Γ ∩ PSL2(Z). First, we
will show that φ(Γz) = φ(Γ)∩ φ(PSL2(Z)). To see this it suffices to show that
φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z) < φ(Γ ∩ PSL2(Z)).
If α ∈ φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z)) we have α = φ(γ) = φ(β) for some γ ∈ Γandβ ∈
PSL2(Z). Since φ(γ) = φ(β), γ ≡ β mod P2 and so β = γM for some M ∈
Γ(P2). Therefore β ∈ Γ since M ∈ Γ(P2) < Γ and therefore α = φ(β) for
β ∈ Γ ∩ PSL2(Z).
Notice that
[φ(PSL2(Z)) : φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z))] ≤ [φ(PSL2(Od)) : φ(Γ)] = p
and as p > 11 there are no subgroups of PSL2(Fp) of index less than p+ 1. So
φ(PSL2(Z)) = φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z)) < φ(Γ)
Since φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z)) < φ(Γ) we conclude that
φ(Γ ∩ PSL2(Z)) = φ(PSL2(Z))
and since kerφ < Γ we conclude that PSL2(Z) < Γ.
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4.3 Prime Power Z-Levels
In this section we will prove Proposition 4.0.3. We assume that Γ is a one-
cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level pn, where p is a rational prime lying
under a prime P ⊂ Od. If p = 2 then we assume that p is inert, if p = 3 we
assume it is unramified, and if p = 7 we assume that T (Γ) = 1. Then we
prove that N(P) ≤ 11 and there is a constant c1(d,P) such that n ≤ c1. We
will prove this by dealing with each prime splitting type separately. We have
shown in the proof of Proposition 4.0.2 that there are no one-cusped subgroups
of Z-level any power of a ramified prime of norm greater than 11. Therefore
the following three lemmas will suffice. In Section 4.3.1 we will prove
Lemma 4.3.1. (Ramified Primes) Let p be a ramified prime such that P




1 p = 7, 11
0 p > 11.
This proves Proposition 4.0.3 for ramified primes. If p is an inert prime ly-
ing over P and p > 3, the Ladder Lemma implies that if Γ is a one-cusped
congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n, then ΓΓ(P) is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Od-level P. By Proposition 4.0.2, N(P) ≤ 11, so p ≤ 3. So for
inert primes, the following lemma which will be proven in Section 4.3.2 will
suffice.
Lemma 4.3.2. (Inert Primes) Let p be an inert prime such that P lies over
p. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level pn. Then
n =

1 or 2 p = 2 and T (Γ) 6= 1
2 p = 2 and T (Γ) = 1
1 p = 3 and T (Γ) 6= 1
0 p > 3 or p = 3 and T (Γ) = 1
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For a split prime, we prove the following in Section 4.3.3
Lemma 4.3.3. (Split Primes) Let p = PQ be a split prime and let Γ be a
one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level pn. Assume p 6= 2 and if p = 7 that
T (Γ) = 1. Then
n ≤

2 p = 3
1 p = 5, 11 or p = 7 and T (Γ) = 1
0 p > 11.
4.3.1 Powers of Ramified Primes
In Lemma 4.2.3 we proved that the if the Od-level of Γ is P
n where P is a




2 and d = 1 or 2
3 and d = 3
7 and d = 7
11 and d = 11.
We will show that if p = 7 or 11 then n = 1.
Lemma 4.3.4. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n
where P is ramified lying over 7 or 11. Then n = 1.
Proof. By the classification theorem of subgroups of PSL2(Fp) for p = 7 and
11 there is a subgroup, H, of index p in PSL2(Fp) [25] and φ−1(H) necessarily
has one cusp by Wohlfahrt’s theorem. In fact, PSL2(F11) has two conjugacy
classes of index 11 subgroups and PSL2(F7) has two conjugacy classes of index
7 subgroups [5], [24]. It is sufficient to show that there are no one-cusped
congruence subgroups of Od-level P
2 or P3.
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Claim I: There are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level
P2.
Assume that Γ is such a group. Then as d = 7 or 11, T (Γ) = 1 and
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = p or p
2.
Let (q) ∈ Od be such that (q) = P.
Case 1: x = p
Since x = p, ΓΓ(P) is necessarily PSL2(Od). We will use a vector
space argument as discussed in Section 3.6. Recall that Γ(P)/Γ(P2) is a three
-dimensional vector space over Fp. Under this correspondence, Γ ∩ Γ(P) cor-
responds to a two-dimensional subspace, F as
[Γ(P) : Γ ∩ Γ(P)] = p.
Since x = p, Λ(Γ) is generated by {p, ω + x} or {ωp, 1 + ωy} for some x and
y in Z. The lattice Λ(Γ(P)) is generated by {q, ωq}. As a result, Λ(Γ) 6=
Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(P)). Since Γ(P2) < Γ ∩ Γ(P2), Λ(Γ(P2)) ⊂ Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(P)). Similarly,
Λ(Γ∩Γ(P2)) is contained in both Λ(Γ) and Λ(Γ(P)). As |Λ(Γ)| = |Λ(Γ(P))| = p
and |Λ(Γ(P2))| = p2 we conclude that Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(P)) is generated by p and ωp.
Therefore we are in the situation of Proposition 3.6.3.
i) There are s1, s3 ∈ Fp such that (1, s1, 0) and (0, s3, 1) form a basis for F .
ii) If u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F then u2 = u1s1 + u3s3.
iii) s21 − 4s3 is not a square in Fp.
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As ΓΓ(P) = PSL2(Od), M00 ∈ ΓΓ(P) and we conclude that
s1 = 0 and s3 = 1, or s3 = −1.
Additionally, M12 ∈ ΓΓ(P). Notice that (1, s1, 0) · M00 = −(1, 0, s1) ∈ F .
If s1 = 0 and s3 = 1 then the generators are (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 1), and M12 ·
(0, 1, 1) = (1,−4, 3) ∈ F , which is not in the span. Therefore s3 = −1, and the
generators are (1, s1, 0) and (0,−1, 1). Now M12 · (0,−1, 1) = (3,−6, 5) ∈ F .
Therefore 3s1 − 5 ≡ −6 and we conclude that 3s1 = −1. Finally, M12 ·
(1, s1, 0) = (3−s1,−2+s1, 4−s1) ∈ F . Therefore (9−3s1,−6+3s1, 12−3s1) =
(10,−7, 13) ∈ F and we conclude that 10s1 = 6. Since 3s1 = −1 this implies
that 30s1 = 10(−1) = 18, which is impossible as p = 7 or 11. Therefore
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] 6= p.
Case 2: x = p2.
Since [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = p
2, Λ(Γ) = {p, ωp}. We have two cases, either
the Od-level of ΓΓ(P) is P or is 1.
Subcase 1: The Od-level of ΓΓ(P) is P.
We will use the vector space technique as before with F corresponding
to Γ ∩ Γ(P). Since [ΓΓ(P) : Γ] = p, F is a two-dimensional subspace of F3p.
Again, by Proposition 3.6.3 we have
i) There are s1, s3 ∈ Fp such that (1, s1, 0) and (0, s3, 1) form a basis for F .
ii) If u = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ F then u2 = u1s1 + u3s3.
iii) s21 − 4s3 is not a square in Fp.
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In PSL2(F7) there are two conjugacy classes of index 7 subgroups, A,
and B. A representative for A contains M00, M1−1, M−32, and M42 and a
representative for B contains M00, M1−1, and M−22.[5, 24] As M00 is in each
group, we conclude that
s1 = 0 and s3 = 1, or s3 = −1.
Notice that M−11 · (1, s1, 0) = (−3− s1, 4 + s1,−2− s1). Therefore,
4 + s1 = s1(−3− s1) + s3(−2− s1)
so we conclude that s3 = −1 and hence
s21 + 3s1 + 2 = 0.
The only values for s1 satisfying this in F7 are s1 = −1 or −2, however, if
s1 = −2, s21 − 4s3 is a square. Therefore
s1 = s3 = −1
and the generators are (1,−1, 0) and (0,−1, 1). If ΓΓ(P) corresponds to A,
then(1,−1, 0)·M−32 = (−2,−2, 5) which is not in the span of the basis vectors.
And if ΓΓ(P) corresponds to B, (1,−1, 0) ·M−22 = (−4,−3, 5) which in not
in F .
In PSL2(F11) there are two conjugacy classes of index 11 subgroups,
C and D. A representative of C contains M00, M1−1, M3−4, and M−33 and a
representative of D contains M00, M1−1, M−32, and M−44. As M00 is in each
group, we conclude that
s1 = 0 and s3 = 1, or s3 = −1.
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We have M1−1 · (1, s1, 0) = (−3− s1, 4 + s1,−2− s1) and hence
4 + s1 = s1(−3− s1) + s1(−2− s1).
Therefore s3 = −1 and
s21 + 3s1 + 2 = 0.
The only values satisfying this in F11 are s1 = −1 or −2, but if s1 = −1 then
s21 − 4s3 is a square. Therefore s1 = −2 and s3 = −1. The generators
are (1,−2, 0) and (0,−1, 1). If ΓΓ(P) corresponds to C then we see that
M−33 · (1,−2, 0) = (−3,−1,−3) which is not in the span of the basis vectors.
For the group D, M−32 · (1,−2, 0) = (3, 6, 6) which is not in the span. We
conclude that ΓΓ(P) does not have Od-level P.
Subcase 2: The Od-level of ΓΓ(P) is 1.
Therefore ΓΓ(P) is PSL2(Od) and as
[ΓΓ(P) : Γ] = [Γ ∩ Γ(P)] = p2
under the vector space correspondence, Γ∩Γ(P) corresponds to a one - dimen-
sional subspace, F . As before, Λ(Γ ∩ Γ(P)) is generated by p and ωp, and so
neither (0, 1, 0) nor (0, 0, 1) is in F . Since F is one-dimensional, it is generated
by one vector, u, of the form (a, b, c), specifically (1, β, γ), or (0, 1, γ). Notice
that M00 ·u ∈ F implies that (1, γ, β), or (0, γ, 1) ∈ F , respectively. Therefore
a generator u is of the form
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1,−1), or(1, β, β)
where β is non-zero. Now
M12 · u = (3,−2, 4), (1,−4, 3), (−3, 6,−5), or(3 + β,−2− 4β, 4 + 3β)
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respectively. This rules out the first three possibilities. For the final case, it
implies that
(3 + β,−2− 4β, 4 + 3β) = (3 + β)(1, β, β)
and therefore
−2− 4β ≡ (3 + β)β mod P
and since the last two entries are equal,
−2− 4β ≡ 4 + 3β mod P.
Therefore β2 + 7β + 2 = 0 and 6 ≡ −7β. Immediately we see that p 6= 7.
Substituting, we have β2 ≡ 4, and therefore β = ±2. But ±14 6≡ 6 mod 11,
and therefore there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level P
2.
Claim II: There are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level
P3.
In this case [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = p
2 or p3 by the Index Lemma. By the Ladder
Lemma ΓΓ(P2) has Od-level P or P
2. Since we have established that there
are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level P
2, ΓΓ(P2) = ΓΓ(P) and
has Od-level P. Therefore as Γ(P
2)/Γ(P3) is a three-dimensional vector space
over Fp, and Γ ∩ Γ(P2) corresponds to a one or two-dimensional subspace. In
the two-dimensional case this results in a contradiction as above since Λ(Γ ∩
Γ(P2)) = Λ(Γ(P3)).
Assume that F is one-dimensional. Since M00 ∈ ΓΓ(P2) = ΓΓ(P), we
conclude that a generator u for F is of the form
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1), (0, 1,−1) or (1, β, β).
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The action of M1−1 takes the generators to
(−3, 4,−2), (1,−4, 0), (−3, 6,−2), and (−3 + β, 4− 4β,−2),
respectively. This leaves only the final case, where the generator is (1, β, β).
We conclude that
(−3 + β)(1, β, β) = (−3 + β, 4− 4β,−2).
Since 4 − 4β = −2 we see that 2β ≡ 3. Also, since β(−3 + β) = −2 we see
that 2β2 = 5. This implies that 4β2 ≡ 9 and 4β2 ≡ 10, respectively.
4.3.2 Powers of Inert Primes
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n for an inert prime
P. Let p be the rational prime lying under P. We will show that
n =

1 or 2 if p = 2 and T (Γ) 6= 1
2 if p = 2 and T (Γ) = 1
1 if p = 3 and T (Γ) 6= 1
0 if p = 3 and T (Γ) = 1
We will first assume that p = 2 and next consider the case where p = 3.
Lemma 4.3.5. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n
where P is inert and lies over 2. If T (Γ) = 1, then n = 2 and [PSL2(Od) :
Γ] = 16. If T (Γ) = 3, then d = 3 and n = 1 or 2.




which has no subgroups of index 2 or 4, [5] there are no one-cusped subgroups
of Od-level P.
The following is a presentation for PSL2(O3/(4)), with generators a, b,






















This is a presentation for PSL2(O3) [10] with the additional relations a
4, c4,
and (abcbacbac−1bc−1a−1bc−1b)−2. One can verify that it is a presentation for
PSL2(O3/(4)) by verifying that the additional relations hold and seeing that
the orders of the finite groups are equal. There are no subgroups of order 2,4,
or 8. [5] There are subgroups of order 16 which can be seen to have one cusp
by determining the corresponding lattices. Since O3/(4) ∼= Od/(4) for all other
d with class number one when 4 is inert, we have shown in general that the
only one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level (2) or (4) are these index
16 subgroups.
By the Ladder Lemma it suffices to show that there are no one-cusped
congruence subgroups of Od-level P
3. Let Γ be such a group, so [PSL2(Od) :
Γ] = 32 or 64. Notice that by the Ladder Lemma ΓΓ(4) must be one of
the previously mentioned index 16 subgroups. In O3 there are 4 conjugacy
classes of index 16 subgroups. [5] Each has only one conjugacy class of index
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By Wohlfahrt’s theorem, these cannot be one-cusped of O3-level P
3. In addi-
tion, the four conjugacy classes of subgroups of index 16 all have two conjugacy

























This implies that they cannot be one-cusped congruence subgroup of O3-level
P3 by Wohlfahrt’s theorem. This shows that if P is inert and lies over 2 then
there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level P
n if n > 2 and
T (Γ) = 1.
Case II: T (Γ) 6= 1.
Now we consider the case when Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup
of Od-level P
n and T (Γ) 6= 1. Therefore d = 3 and Γ and so T = 3. First,
we will consider subgroups of O3-level (2); such subgroups must have index
6 or 12. In PSL2(F4) there is one conjugacy class of subgroups of index 6
and 12, [5] both of which by index considerations must have one cusp. Each
index 12 subgroup is contained in an index 6 subgroup. [5] Therefore we have
one-cusped congruence subgroups of O3-level (2) of index 6 and 12, Γ6 and
Γs. The group Γs corresponds to the fundamental group of the sister of the
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figure-eight knot complement. Up to conjugation,
Λ(Γ6) =< 1, 2ω >
and
Λ(Γs) =< 2, 2ω > .
If Γ has O3-level (4) then [PSL2(O3) : Γ] = 3 · 2a where a ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
By index considerations ΓΓ(2) must be index 6 or 12 and therefore must be
a subgroup of the index 6 subgroup, as otherwise the second isomorphism
theorem implies that 3 divides [Γ(2) : Γ ∩ Γ(2)]. By searching low index
subgroups of PSL2(O3/(4)) we see that there are 3 conjugacy classes of index
12 subgroups. [5] One corresponds to Γs. The other two have O3-level (4), Γ8,
and, Γt. The group Γ8 corresponds to the fundamental group of the figure-eight
knot complement. The lattice Λ(Γt) is generated by {4, ω − 1} and Λ(Γ8) is
generated by {1, 4ω}. There is one index 24 subgroup, Γr, which is a subgroup
of Γt, and Λ(Γr) is generated by {4, 2ω− 2}. There are no index 48 subgroups
contained in the index 6 subgroup.[5]
Now, we will show that there is no one-cusped congruence subgroup of
O3-level (8). If Γ is such a group, ΓΓ(4) must have O3-level (4) by the Ladder
Lemma. Therefore, Γ must be a subgroup of one of the index 16 subgroups, Γ8
or Γt. (since Γr < Γt). The group ΓΓ(4) cannot be the index 16 subgroup. If it
were, then [ΓΓ(4) : Γ] = [Γ(4) : Γ∩Γ(4)] which is 6 or 12, but [Γ(4) : Γ∩Γ(4)]
divides 26. We check for low index subgroups of the images of these groups in













By Wohlfahrt’s theorem, Λ of such a group must contain 8 and 8ω and not
contain both 4 and 4ω. In Γ8, we must check subgroups of index 2
b with
b ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. There is one conjugacy class of index 2 subgroups, but Λ is
generated by {2, 4ω}, [5] therefore the O3-level of the corresponding group can
be at most (4). As it is not conjugate to Γr, it is not a one-cusped congruence
subgroup. There is one conjugacy class of index 4 subgroups, but it is a
subgroup of the aforementioned index 2 subgroup [5] and therefore cannot be
a one-cusped congruence subgroup. There are no index 8 subgroups, and there
is one conjugacy class of index 16 subgroups with Λ is generated by {4, 4ω}.[5]
Therefore none of these are one-cusped of O3-level (8).
In Γt, there are 3 conjugacy classes of index 2 subgroups, one is Γr,
the other two are one-cusped, but not congruence as can be seen by ex-
plicitly calculating the order of the group that they generate modulo (8) in
MathematicaTM . There is one conjugacy class of index 4 subgroups, a rep-
resentative is contained in one of the above index 2 subgroups that is not
conjugate to Γr[5] and therefore cannot be a one-cusped congruence sub-
group. There are no index 8 subgroups.[5] Now assume that [Γt : Γ] = 16 and
ΓΓ(4) = Γt. Since 1−ω ∈ Λ(ΓΓ(4)) and ΓΓ(4) = Γt, by the proof of the Ladder
Lemma, |Λ(Γ)| ≤ 8·4 and 4−4ω ∈ Λ(Γ), and so [PSL2(O3) : Γ] 6= 3·26. There-
fore, if [PSL2(O3) : Γ] = 3 · 26, Γ must be an index 8 subgroup of Γr = ΓΓ(4),
but there are no index 8 subgroups of Γr modulo N . [5]
Lemma 4.3.6. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n
where P is inert and lies over 3. Then T (Γ) = 2, d = 1, and n = 1.
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Proof. Case I: T (Γ) = 1
As PSL2(F9) has no index 3 or 9 subgroups, there is no one-cusped subgroup of
Od-level (3). [5, 25] Assume Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level
(9). Then
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] = 3
a, a ∈ {2, 3, 4}
by the Index Lemma. There are no index 3,9, or 27 subgroups of PSL2(O1)/N












Therefore if Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (9), [PSL2(Od) :
Γ] = 81. Since ΓΓ(P) = PSL2(Od), and therefore [ΓΓ(P) : Γ] = 3
4 by the
second isomorphism theorem, Γ ∩ Γ(P) is an index 34 subgroup of Γ(P). As
before since Γ(P2) < Γ ∩ Γ(P), Γ ∩ Γ(P) corresponds to a two-dimensional
subspace F of Γ(P)/Γ(P2). Let v = (a, b, c) and ν = (α, β, γ) be a basis for F
with a, b, c, α, β, γ ∈ F9. Since Λ(Γ) =< 9, 9ω >, (0, y, 0) or (0, 0, y) are in F
only when y = 0. If a = α = 0 then we may assume that b = 1 and β = w, so
v = (0, 1, c) and ν = (0, ω, γ). But, M01·(−v) = (c, c, 1−c) implying that c = 0,
which is not possible. Next assume that a = 0 but α 6= 0. The generators are
(0, b, c) and (α, β, γ) with b, c 6= 0, and M00 · (0, b, c) = (0, c, b) ∈ F so c = ±b.
First, assume that c = b. Then M01 · (0, b, b) = (b, b, 0) ∈ F . Acting on this by
M00 gives (b, 0, b) ∈ F , and therefore (0, b,−b) ∈ F which is not in the span.
If c = −b, then M12 · (0, b,−b) = (0, 0, b) ∈ F. Finally, we assume that both a
and α are non-zero, so we have generators (1, b, c) and (ω, β, γ). By acting on
the generators with M00 we conclude that b = c and β = γ. By acting on the
first generator by M01 we see that (1 + b, b, 1) ∈ F and therefore b = 1. But,
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then (2, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1) are in F implying that (0, 1, 1) ∈ F , which is not in
the span. we conclude that if T (Γ) = 1, there are no one-cusped congruence
subgroups of Od level a power of (3).
Case II: T (Γ) 6= 1
Since T (Γ) 6= 1, T = 2 and d = 1. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup
of O1-level (3). Then [PSL2(O1) : Γ] = 6 or 18. There is one conjugacy class
of index 6 one-cusped congruence subgroups. [5] Also PSL2(F9) ∼= A5 which
has no index 18 subgroups [5]. By the Ladder Lemma, it suffices to show that
there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of O1-level (9). Assume that Γ
is such a subgroup. First, notice that ΓΓ(3) 6= PSL2(O1). If this were the case,
then as 2 divides [ΓΓ(3) : Γ] = [Γ(3) : Γ ∩ Γ(3)] then 2 divides [Γ(P) : Γ(P2)]
by the second isomorphism theorem. But [Γ(P) : Γ(P2)] = 93. Since 32 divides
4x by the Index Lemma,
x = [PSL2(O1) : Γ] ∈ {2 · 32, 2 · 33, 2 · 34}.
The first case cannot occur because the index 6 subgroup has 1 conju-













and so it cannot be one-cusped of O1-level (9) by Wohlfahrt’s Theorem.
We now consider the case where x = 2 · 33. The matrices M00, M12,
M10, M01, and M11 are all contained in the index 6 subgroup of PSL2(Od)
which must be ΓΓ(3).[5] We will now proceed as before, letting F correspond
to Γ ∩ Γ(3). When x = 2 · 33, F is a 34-dimensional vector space over F3,
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and Γ ∩ Γ(3) has {9, 3zi} or {9i, 3z} as generators for the peripheral lattice
for z ∈ {1, 2}. We cannot say that (0, y, 0) or (0, 0, y) are in F only when
y = 0. In fact, vectors of this form must be in F , but not both (0, 1, 0)
and (0, i, 0), by Wolfahrt’s theorem. Therefore there are basis vectors of the
form (a, b, c), (α, β, γ), (0, s, 0) and (0, 0, s). In fact, by acting on the final
vector with M01 we have (−s,−s, s) ∈ F , so we can assume the generators are
(a, b, c), (s, s, 0), (0, s, 0) and (0, 0, s). If a = 0, acting on the first generator
by M01, we conclude that (−c,−c,−b+ c) ∈ F . Therefore we can assume that
c = s, and (s, s, b− s) ∈ F , and so (0, 0, b− s) ∈ F implying that (0, 0, b) ∈ F .
But M00 · (0, 0, b) = (0,−b, 0) ∈ F , and this implies that b is a multiple of s
contradicting the linear independence of the basis.
Now assume that a 6= 0, so we assume that a is not a multiple of
s. We may assume that s = 1 or s = i. In the first case, we may take
a = i, with both b and c in {0,±i}. Acting on (a, b, c) by M00 we see that
b = c. Acting on (i, b, b) by M01 gives (i + b, b, i) ∈ F and so b = i, but then
(i,−i,−i) − (i, i, i) = (0, i, i) ∈ F which cannot occur. The case where s = i
is analogous.
If x = 2 · 34, we have F corresponding to Γ∩Γ(P) as before. Here F is
three-dimensional and we can conclude that (0, 0, z) or (0, z, 0) are in F only
when z = 0, as Λ(Γ) is generated by {9, 9i}. The generators are of the form
(1, a, b), (i, α, β), (0, r, s) or (a, 0, c), (0, 1, β), (0, i, s).
If it is the former, by acting by M00 we may assume that r = s or r = −s. If
r = s after acting by M12 and M01 we see that (r,−r, 0) and (−r,−r, 0) are
in F , and so (0, r, 0) ∈ F . If r = −s, then acting by M12 gives (0, 0, r) ∈ F .
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In the latter case, M12 · (a, 0, c) = (−c, a + c, a + c) ∈ F . Therefore, c is a
multiple of a and (a, 0, c) is (a, 0, 0), (a, 0, a) or (a, 0,−a). In the first case,
M11 · (a, 0, c) = (a, 0,−a) ∈ F and subtracting gives (0, 0, a) ∈ F . In the
second case, M12 · (a, 0, 0) = (a, a, a) ∈ F and subtracting gives (0, a, 0) ∈ F .
In the final case, M00 · (a, 0,−a) = (a− a, 0) ∈ F acting on this by M12 gives
(−a,−a, 0) ∈ F and therefore (0, a, 0) ∈ F .
4.3.3 Powers of Split Primes
Let p be a rational prime such that P1 and P2 lie over p. Let q1 and q2 be in
Od such that (qi) = Pi. We will now recall what we have proven thus far. We
have shown in Proposition 4.0.2 that there are only one-cusped congruence
subgroups of Z-level p for p ≤ 11. Assume that Γ is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Z-level pn. By the Ladder Lemma, if p > 3, then ΓΓ(p) has Z-level
p and hence p ≤ 11. (If p = 2 or 3, the Ladder Lemma implies that ΓΓ(p2)
has Z-level p2 if n ≥ 3.) Also, by Lemma 4.2.2, if p > 3 we have seen that if
the Od-level of Γ is p then [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
2 and ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level
Pi. If p = 3 and Γ has Od-level p then either the index is T (Γ)p
2 and ΓΓ(Pi)
has Od-level Pi or the index is T (Γ)p.
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Z-level pn where p is
split. By above, p ≤ 11. We will show that
n ≤

2 if p = 3
1 if p = 5
1 if p = 7 and T (Γ) = 1
1 if p = 11
First, we will prove a structure lemma.
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such that ai ≥ 0 and a1 6= a2. Let qi ∈ Od be such that (qi) = Pi. Then
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p








Lemma 4.3.8. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P
n
where P is split lying over p. Then unless p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1,
n ≤

4 if p = 2
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11.
Then we show
Lemma 4.3.9. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (p
n)
where p is split. Then unless p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1,
n ≤
{
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11.
Finally, we show





where a2 ≥ ai and Pi lies over over p. Then unless p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1,
a2 ≤
{
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11 .
Lemma 4.3.8, 4.3.9, and 4.3.10 complete the proof of Proposition 4.0.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.7
First, consider the case where a2 = 0. Since Γ(P
a1
1 ) < Γ, and |Λ(Γ(Pa11 ))| = pa1
we see that |Λ(Γ)| divides pa1 . If p > 3 then pa1 divides |Λ(Γ)| by the Index
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Lemma, and so Λ(Γ) = Λ(Γ(Pa1)) and is generated by {qa11 , ωqa11 }. If p = 3 one
can check that if Γ has Od-level P
a1
1 that ΓΓ(P1) has Od-level P1. Therefore
Λ(Γ) is generated by {qa11 , ωqa11 } here as well. Hence [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)pa1 .
Recall that if R is a split prime in Od lying over r then as by assumption
Od is a PID, the split (r) = R1R2 arises as R1 = (n + ω), and R2 = (n − ω)
where
−d ≡ n2 mod r.
So, (n + ω)(n − ω) = ur where u ∈ Od is a unit. And (n + ω)(n − ω) ≡ 0
mod r, or alternately (n+ ω)n ≡ ω(n+ ω) mod r and we see that
nR1 ≡ ωR1 mod r
where necessarily (r, n) = 1. Likewise,
−nR2 ≡ ωR2 mod r.










First we will show that Λ1(Γ) = Λω(Γ) = p
a1 . If pa−1 ∈ Λ(Γ) then since
pa2qa1−a21 ∈ Λ(Γ),
pa1−1qa1−a21 = p
a1−1(x+ ωy) ∈ Λ(Γ),
where qa1−a21 = x + ωy with (p, x) = (p, y) = 1. Since p
a1−1 ∈ Γ, ωypa1−1 and
therefore ωpa1−1 ∈ Γ, and by Wohlfahrt’s theorem, the Z-level of Γ is pa1−1.
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We have a similar contradiction if ωpa1−1 ∈ Λ(Γ). Now from Section 3.4 we
know that all elements in Λ(Γ) are of the form
AD +Bpa1 + ωCpa1
where D = pr(g + g′ω). Since pa2(x + ωy) ∈ Γ, any Apr(g + g′ω) ∈ Γ must
have the property that
Apr(g + g′ω)− Epr(x+ ωy) = B′pa1 + ωC ′pa1
for some E when r ≥ a2. If there was some Apr(g + g′ω) +Bpa1 + ωCpa2 ∈ Γ
where r < a2, then Ap
r(g + g′ω) ∈ Γ, so the lattice, Λ, generated by the
elements Apr(g+g′ω), and pa1 has width Ag′pr+a1 . Therefore there is a lattice
of width dividing pr+a1 and the index of Γ can be at most pr+a1 , which it is not.
This shows that generators of the lattice are {qa1−a21 , pa1}, or {qa1−a2 , ωpa1}.
And,
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
a1+a2 .
This completes the proof
We would like to say something analogous about for the case when the




2 but we cannot rule out the possibility that Λ(Γ) has a
proper diagonal as a generator.
Proof of Lemma 4.3.8
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) of Od-level P
n where
P is split and lies over p, and let
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ].
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We will show that unless p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1 that
n ≤
{
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11
For a congruence subgroup G of PSL2(Z) we say that G has Z-level n for
n ∈ N if n is minimal with the property that the normal closure in PSL2(Z),






is in G. Let Γz denote Γ ∩ PSL2(Z) and
xz = [PSL2(Z) : Γz].
Notice that Γz is a congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z) containing Γz(pn), the
principal congruence subgroup of PSL2(Z) of Z-level pn, PSL2(Z)∩Γ(Pn). This
implies that Γz has finite index in PSL2(Z). One cannot a priori conclude that
H2/Γz has one cusp, or that the Z-level of Γz is pn, only that pn divides the
Z-level of Γz. Let φ denote the modulo Pn map from PSL2(Od) to PSL2(Zpn).
We will also use φ to denote the restriction of this map to PSL2(Z). As such,
the kernel of the restriction to PSL2(Z) is Γz(pn).
Claim 4.3.11. xz divides x
We will defer the proof of the claim and now complete the proof of
Lemma 4.3.8 in the case where T (Γ) = 1. Both PSL2(Od) and PSL2(Z)
surject PSL2(Zpn) via φ as φ(PSL2(Z)) ∼= PSL2(Zpn) and |PSL2(Zpn)| =
|PSL2(Od/PnOd)|. Since Γz < Γ, x divides xz and as we have shown that
xz divides x, we conclude that φ(Γz) = φ(Γ) and










Notice that Mt is not contained in Γ for any 0 < t < p
n by Lemma 4.3.7.
Thus the Z-level of Γz is pn. Every cusp of Γz corresponds to the same one-
dimensional lattice, as the stabilizer of every cusp is conjugate. Therefore,
T (Γ)pn = (the cusp width of Γz)× (the number of cusps of Γz).
Since Mt is not in Γz for all 0 < t < p
n, the cusp width of Γz is p
n. Therefore,
if T (Γ) = 1, H2/Γz has one cusp. We have also shown that Γz has Z-level
pn. Therefore, in the case where T (Γ) = 1, the lemma follows by Petersson’s
result. [19]
If T (Γ) 6= 1 then d = 1 or 3. The only split prime of norm at most
11 in O1 lies over 5 and in O3 lies over 7. The case where P lies over 7 and
T (Γ) 6= 1 is excluded in our hypothesis. Assume that d = 1, p = 5 and
T (Γ) = 2. First assume Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P.
There is one conjugacy class of index 10, order 6 subgroups of PSL2(F5), and
any such group contains one conjugacy class of order 2 subgroups. [5] One



























































Therefore the pullback of any index 10 subgroup has 2 cusps, and any one-
cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level P has index 5 and has peripheral
torsion. Now, assume that Γ has Od-level P
2 and index 50. Modulo P2 φ(Γ)
is an index 10 subgroup of G = φ(ΓΓ(P)), an index 5 subgroup in PSL2(Z25)
Such a subgroup does not exist. [5]
Now we prove the claim, that xz divides x.
Proof. First we will show that φ(Γz) = φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z)).
To see this it suffices to show that
φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z) < φ(Γ ∩ PSL2(Z)).
If α ∈ φ(Γ) ∩ φ(PSL2(Z)) we have α = φ(γ) = φ(β) for some γ ∈ Γandβ ∈
PSL2(Z). So, γ ≡ β mod Pn and β = γM for some M ∈ Γ(Pn). Therefore




















Proof of Lemma 4.3.9
Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od-level (p
n). We will show
that unless p = 7 and T (Γ) = 1,
n ≤
{
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11 .
We now recall some notation. Let
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ]
and
φ′ : SL2(Od) → SL2(Zpn)× SL2(Zpn)
be the reduction modulo (pn) map and let ρi be the projection into the i
th
coordinate, the modulo Pni factor. If Γ < PSL2(Od), then Γ
′ will be its SL2(Od)




xi = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(P
n




Case I: 5 ≤ p ≤ 11.
We will show that there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level
(p2), establishing the result by the Ladder Lemma. As p > 3, we conclude
by Lemma 4.2.2 that ΓΓ(p) has Od-level (p), index p
2 or T (Γ)p2 , and ΓΓ(P1)
and ΓΓ(P2) have Od-levels P1 and P2, respectively. By the Index Lemma,
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x = T (Γ)pk where k = 2, 3 or 4, but the above shows that k 6= 2. Assume that
T (Γ) = 1, we will return to the case where T (Γ) 6= 1 shortly. Since there are














With N ′i , a normal subgroup of B
′
i, defined as in Section 3.5, [SL2(Od/P
2
1) :






= p or p2.
As a result, the abelianization of B′1 is divisible by p. But, if p = 5, there is
one conjugacy class of index 5 subgroups in PSL2(Z25) with abelianization Z3.
[5] If p = 7 there are two conjugacy classes of index 7 subgroups, each with
abelianization Z2. [5] If p = 11 the abelianization of the index 11 subgroup is
trivial. [5] So if T (Γ) = 1 and 5 ≤ p ≤ 11 there are no one-cusped congruence
subroups of Od-level (p
n) for n ≥ 2.
Now assume that d = 1, p = 5 and T (Γ) = 2. If Γ has O1-level (p),










However, the abelianization of any index 5 subgroup of SL2(F5) is Z3. [5] So
the only O1-level (5) subgroups have T (Γ) = 1 and index 25. If Γ has O1-level
(52), and T (Γ) = 2 then ΓΓ(5) has index 25, and [ΓΓ(5) : Γ] =10 or 50. Also,
xi = 5, therefore






= 10 or 50
as ΓΓ(P2i ) = ΓΓ(Pi) and must be the index 5 subgroup. Any Sylow 5-subgroup
of B′i must be normal, so 5 must divide the abelianization of B
′
i, but it is Z3
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so by the Ladder Lemma there are no one-cusped congruence subgroups of
Od-level (5
n) with peripheral torsion.
Case II: p = 3.
As p = 3, d = 2 or 11, so T (Γ) = 1. There are only one-cusped congruence
subgroups of Od-level P
n
i if n ≤ 2 by Lemma 4.3.8. Let qi ∈ Od be such that
(qi) = Pi. We may not a priori assume that if Γ is a one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Od-level P
2
i , that ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level Pi. But in PSL2(Z9) every
conjugacy class of index 9 subgroups is a subgroup of an index 3 subgroup,
(there is one conjugacy class of index 3 subgroups) and the coset representa-
tives of the index 3 subgroup are conjugate to parabolic stabilizers of infinity
so it has one cusp. [5] The index 3 subgroup corresponds to an Od-level Pi
subgroup. Moreover, the index 9 subgroup can be shown to correspond to an
Od-level (9) subgroup. Therefore by Lemma 4.2.2 if Γ has Od-level (9) then
ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level Pi.
By the Index Lemma, if Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of
Od-level (3
2), then
x = [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = 3
2, 33, or 34.
We will show that it is 34. First, we will show that x 6= 32. If x = 32, ΓΓ(P2i )
cannot have Od-level P
2
i as then [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(Pi)] = p
2 and so cannot be
properly contained in Γ. If ΓΓ(P2i ) has Od-level Pi then Λ(ΓΓ(Pi)) = {qi, ωqi},
and [ΓΓ(Pi) : Γ] = 3 so {3qi, 3ωqi} ⊂ Λ(Γ), and we conclude that the Od-level
of Γ divides (3Pi). Therefore ΓΓ(Pi) = PSL2(Od) and
[B′2 : N
′







Therefore after projectivizing we see that 9 must divide the order of the
abelianization of PSL2(Z9), but it is Z3. [5]
Now assume that x = 33, so
xi = [SL2(Z9) : B′i] = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(Pi)] = 1, 3, or 32
and
[SL2(Z9) : N ′2] = 33/x1.
If x1 = 1, then [SL2(Z9) : N ′2] = 33. Therefore x2 6= 3 or 32 as the abelianization
of any subgroup of index 3 or 32 of PSL2(Z9) is Z2×Z2. [5] So x2 = 1 and N1
is a normal index 27 subgroup of PSL2(Z9). But there are no normal index
27 subgroups in PSL2(Z9). [5] If x1 = 3 then [SL2(Z9) : N ′2] = 32. Therefore
x2 6= 1 or 3 as there are no normal subgroups of PSL2(Z9) of index 9, and the
abelianization of any index 3 subgroup is Z2 × Z2. So x2 = 32. But notice
that ΓΓ(Pi) has Od-level Pi, so ΓΓ(P1) ∩ ΓΓ(P2) = ΓΓ(3), which has Od-level
(3). Since x = 33, Γ is an index 3 subgroup of both ΓΓ(3) and ΓΓ(P22), one-
cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level (3) and P
2
2, respectively. But this
is impossible as Λ(ΓΓ(3)) = {3, 3ω} and Λ(ΓΓ(P22)) = {q22, ωq22}. Finally, if
x1 = 3
2 then we obtain a contradiction as above, since {q21, ωq21} is contained
in Λ(Γ).
Therefore [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = 3
4. We will now figure out the subgroup











If x1 = 1 then the index of N
′
2 is 3
4. Recall that N ′2 /B
′
2, as a result x2 cannot
be 3 or 32 as the abelianization of the index 3 and 9 subgroups of SL2(Z9) are
all Z2×Z2. [5] But x2 cannot be 1 as there are no normal index 81 subgroups
of PSL2(Z9),[5] therefore x1 6= 1. If x1 = 3, the index of N ′2 is 33, x2 cannot be
1 as there are no normal subgroups of PSL2(Z9) of index 27.[5] Also, x2 canot
be 3 or 32 as the abelianization of the index 3 and 9 subgroups are Z2×Z2.[5]
So xi = 3
2. We have ΓΓ(Pi) of Od-level Pi, so we deduce that ΓΓ(3) has
Od-level (3) and index 3
2. Also, we know that ΓΓ(P2i ) has Od-level P
2
i .
Now we are ready to show that there is no one-cusped congruence
subgroup of Od-level (3
3). Assume that Γ is such a group. Then ΓΓ(32) has
Od-level (3
2). Therefore [ΓΓ(32) : Γ] = 3 or 32 since [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(P
2)] = 81.










i ] = 3.
But, in SL2(Z27) the abelianization of an index 9 subgroup is Z2 × Z2 [5].




4 and so [B′i : N
′
i ] = 3
2 implying that the index 9
subgroup has abelianization Z9 or Z3 × Z3. We conclude that there are no
one-cusped congruence subgroups of Od-level (3
n) when n > 2.
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Proof of Lemma 4.3.10




2 with a2 ≥ a1.
We will show that unless p = 7 and T (Γ) 6= 1 that
a2 ≤
{
2 if p = 3
1 if 5 ≤ p ≤ 11 .
By the Ladder Lemma, if p > 3 and a1 > 1 then ΓΓ(P1P2) has Z-level p.
Therefore p ≤ 11 by Proposition 4.0.2. If 5 ≤ p ≤ 11 then ΓΓ(P21P22) has
Z-level p2. From Lemma 4.3.9, the Od-level cannot be (p2), and from Lemma
4.3.8 it cannot be P2i . So it suffices to show that there are no one-cusped
congruence subgroups of Od-level P
2
1P2. Similarly, if p = 3 it suffices to rule







First, assume that Γ has Od-level P
2
1P2 and 5 ≤ p ≤ 11. By Lemma
4.3.7, [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = T (Γ)p
3. Also [SL2(Zp2) : N ′1] = T (Γ)p3/x2 with x2 = 1
or p. But this implies that p2 divides |SL2(Zp)| which is not the case.
Now assume that p = 3 and Γ has Od-level P
3
1P2. Recall that T (Γ) = 1.
By Lemma 4.3.7 [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = 3
4 and [SL2(Z33) : N ′1] = 34/x2 with
x2 = 1 or 3, again implying that 3
2 divides |SL2(Z3)|. If the Od-level of
Γ is P31P
2
2 then the index is 3
5. Notice that |SL2(Z32)| = 3423. Therefore
[SL2(Od/(n2)) : N
′






= 34 or 33.





3 or 32, but the abelianization of any index
3 subgroup is Z2 × Z2.[5] If x2 = 32, then [B′2 : N ′2] = 32 or 3, but the
abeilanization of the index 9 subgroup is also Z2×Z2.[5] Therefore x2 = 1 and
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and [B′1 : N
′
1] = 3
4 or 33. But the abelianization of the index 3 or 9 subgroup
in SL2(Z27) is Z2 × Z2.[5]
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Chapter 5
Proof of Corollary 1.1.2
To prove the corollary it is enough to show that 6 does not divide the index
[PSL2(Od) : Γ] for any one-cusped congruence subgroup, Γ. [10]
Table 5.1:
Splitting Types of Small Primes in Od, R=Ramified, S=Split and I=Inert
d = 1 2 3 7 11 19 43 67 163
p = 2 R R I S I I I I I
3 I S R I S I I I I
5 S I I I S S I I I
7 I I S R I S I I I
11 I S I S R S S I I
If p ∈ Z is prime, and inert or ramified, let Pp denote the prime lying
over p. If p is split, then we will write (p) = PpQp. Recall some notation from
Section 3.5. Let Γ be a one-cusped congruence subgroup of Od level (n), let
x = [PSL2(Od : Γ]
For n1 and n2 such that (n1, n2) = Od and (n1) ∩ (n2) = (n), let
xi = [PSL2(Od) : ΓΓ(ni)],







We have seen in Lemma 4.1.2 that there can be no one-cusped congruence









let (n1) = P
a3
2 and (n2) = P
a11





11 · 5 · 3 · 23
x
we conclude that 32 does not divide x and therefore a3 = 1. Therefore
[SL2(F9) : N ′1] = x/x2 which must be 3. This implies that N1 is a proper
normal subgroup of PSL2(F9). Similarly, since 32 does not divide M(P2),
M(P11) or M(Q11), one can show that (n) cannot be a product of a power of
P3 and powers of two other primes, and then one can show that (n) cannot be
a product of a power of P3 and powers of all P2, P11 and Q11.
Since 11 does not divide M(P2), as above, we can show that 11
2 cannot
divide the Z-level.
If (n) = P11P
a2
2 then let (n1) = P11 and (n2) = P
a2
2 . Recall that x2 = 1




1] = x/11 or x/(11 · 16), which is a
power or 2 in either case. But any such B′1 has trivial abelianization [5], so
either x = 11 or x = 16 · 11. The first case cannot occur if a2 > 1 and the
second case occurs if ΓΓ(P2) has O43-level P
2
2 and index 16, implying that the
Ox43-level of Γ is P11P
2
2.
The case where (n) = P11Q11Px
a2
2 is similar.
Lemma 5.1.1. If Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(O43) then











Moreover, Γ contains torsion.
5.2 PSL2(O67) and PSL2(O163)
For these values of d, all of 2, 3, 5, 7 and 11 are inert. By Lemma 4.1.2 we
conclude
Lemma 5.2.1. If Γ is a one-cusped congruence subgroup of PSL2(Od) where
d = 67 or 163 then [PSL2(Od) : Γ] = 16 and the Od-level of Γ is (4). Moreover,
Γ contains torsion.
5.3 PSL2(O19)
Here 2 and 3 are inert and 5,7 and 11 are split. Since 32 does not divide
M(P2), M(P5), M(Q5), M(P7), M(Q7), M(P11) or M(Q11) we conclude as
above the P3 does not divide the O19 level. Since 11
2 does not divide M(P2),
M(P5), M(Q5), M(P7), or M(Q7) we conclude that 11
2 does not divide the
Z-level. Likewise, we conclude that neither 52 nor 72 divide the Z-level. We
can bound the power of P2 dividing the Z-level by 25, but most likely there is
a more modest bound. As a consequence
Lemma 5.3.1. The Z-level of a one-cusped congruence subgroups of O19 di-
vides
1127252225.
All one-cusped congruence subgroups of O19 have torsion.
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Chapter 6
Proof of Theorem 1.1.4
We will prove Theorem 1.1.4, which states that ifK is either Q or an imaginary
quadratic number field with class number one, then there are infinitely many
maximal congruence subgroups of PSL2(OK) that have two cusps. Moreover,
for any even integer n, there are infinitely many primes P ⊂ OK such that
there is an n-cusped congruence subgroup of OK-level P.
First, we will prove the theorem for K = Q. Let p be an odd prime and
let φ denote the modulo pmap from PSL2(Z) to PSL2(Fp). By the classification
of subgroups of PSL2(Fp) there is a maximal subgroup, H, of index p+1. [25]
Since p is odd,
Γ(p) = {M ∈ PSL2(Z) : M ≡ I mod p}
has (p2 − 1)/2 cusps all of width p. Let Γ = φ−1(H). This has two cusps by
Wohlfahrt’s theorem, one of width one and one of width p.
The group H has a normal Sylow p-subgroup, S, and the quotient of
H by S is cyclic of order (p− 1)/2. [25] The group Γ(p) has (p2 − 1)/2 cusps,
all of width p. As p does not divide (p−1)/2, the cusp of width one in φ−1(H)
must lift to (p − 1)/2 cusps of width one in φ−1(S). Therefore the cusp of
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width p must lift to (p− 1)/2 cusps of width p in φ−1(S). So φ−1(S) has p− 1
cusps. If l divides (p− 1)/2 there is a subgroup L such that S < L < H and
[H : L] = l. The preimage, φ−1(L) has l cusps of width one and l of width
p, for a total of 2l cusps. Therefore we have subgroups of Z-level p with 2l
cusps for all divisors, l, of (p − 1)/2. For a fixed even t, there are infinitely
many primes p such that p ≡ 1 mod t, and as a result we have infinitely many
maximal t-cusped subgroups.
Let K = Q(
√
−d) for d ∈ {2, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163}. Let P be a prime
in Od, such that q = N(P) is odd. If A < PSL2(Fq) and the pre-image of A
has n-cusps, we will say that A has n cusps. If P is split, lying over p then we
analyze the quotient PSL2(Od) by Γ(P) and as above conclude that H has two
cusps and for all even divisors, t, of (p− 1) there is a subgroup L of PSL2(Fp)
such that L has t/2 cusps of width one and t/2 cusps of width p, for a total
of t cusps.
Now consider the case where p is inert, so the quotient is PSL2(Fp2).
As above there is an index p2 + 1 subgroup, H, and H has a normal Sylow
p-subgroup, S. The quotient H/S is cyclic of order (p2 − 1)/2. [25] There are
two possibilities for cusps of H. First, H may have A cusps of width one and
B cusps of width p. Second, H may have one cusp of width one and one cusp
of width p2. We will show that the first case cannot occur. Recall that Γ(P)
has (p4−1)/2 cusps of width p2, and PSL2(Od) has one cusp of width one. The
subgroup S < H has k cusps of width 1, l cusps of width p and m of width p2.
As S / H, and [H : S] = (p2 − 1)/2, in the covering corresponding to S < H,
one of the B cusps of H of width one must be covered by cusps of S which all
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of the same width. As a result, since p does not divide the covering degree, we
conclude that such a cusp is covered by width one cusps, and k = B(p2−1)/2.
Similarly, for a cusp of H of width p, it must be covered by only cusps of width
p, and hence l = A(p2 − 1)/2. Now consider the covering corresponding to
{id} < S. A cusp of width one in S, is covered by one cusp of width p2 in
{id}, and a cusp of width p is covered by p cusps of width p2. Since there are










Therefore H has one cusp of width one and one cusp of width p2. Since
S / H, and [H : S] = (p2 − 1)/2 we conclude that the cusp of with one in
H is covered by (p2 − 1)/2 cusps of width one in S, as all of the covers must
have the same width. Therefore the cusp of width p2 is covered by (p2 − 1)/2
cusps of width p2. We conclude that S has (p2 − 1)/2 cusps of width one and
(p2− 1)/2 of width p2. As H/S is cyclic of order (p2− 1)/2, for any l dividing
(p2 − 1)/2, there is a subgroup L of H of index l which has l cusps of width
one and l of width p2, for a total of 2l cusps.
Therefore, combining the split and inert cases, given an even t, we need
only show that there are infinitely many primes P ⊂ Od with
N(P) ≡ 1 mod t.
By Dirichlet’s Theorem on primes in an arithmetic progression, there are in-
finitely many primes p ∈ Z such that p ≡ 1 mod t. [26] For any P lying over
p, N(P) = p or p2 and therefore N(P) ≡ 1 mod t as well.
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Now consider the case where d = 1 or 3. Notice that in O1 = Z[i], a





] a prime p splits when p ≡ 1 mod 6 and p is inert when p ≡ −1
mod 6. This is due to the fact that both are cyclotomic extensions. In O1,
consider a split prime, p, lying under P and the quotient PSL2(Fp). Here {id}
has (p2 − 1)/4 torsion-free cusps, all of width p. Since |S| = p, we conclude
that all cusps of S are torsion-free and S has (p− 1)/4 cusps of width one and
(p−1)/4 of width p. As before, we conclude that H has one cusp (with torsion)
of width one and one cusp (with torsion) of width p. Since φ−1(S) is peripheral
torsion-free, there is a representative of peripheral torsion in the cyclic quotient
H/S. Let T be the group such that S < T < H which corresponds to that
quotient, so [T : S] = 2. Therefore, T has (p − 1)/4 cusps of with one and
(p − 1)/4 of width p, all of which have torsion. As above, for any l dividing
(p − 1)/4 we have a subgroup of H containing T with 2l cusps. Since for
any even t, there are infinitely many primes p ∈ Z with p ≡ 1 mod 2t, these
primes split and the PSL2(Fp) have subgroups with t cusps. So, there is a
subgroup of PSL2(O1) containing Γ(P) with t cusps, t/2 of width one and t/2
of width p. Similarly, for O3 for a given even t, as there are infinitely many
primes p ∈ Z with p ≡ 1 mod 3t, these primes split and the PSL2(Fp) have
subgroups with t cusps.
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